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1 Introduction 

 

1.1. Background – Community Infrastructure Levy and Purpose of this Report 

 

1.1.1 During 2010 Portsmouth City Council produced an Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) 

identifying the City’s social, physical and green infrastructure needs. The plan sets 

out the infrastructure needed to support the new development planned through the 

Core Strategy and sits alongside the Portsmouth Plan (the City’s Local Development 

Framework Core Strategy). 

 

1.1.2 Infrastructure is taken to mean any service or facility that supports the city and its 

population and includes but is not limited to transport, energy, water, drainage, 

waste, ITC, open space, affordable housing, education, health community services 

and culture and leisure. In the case of current Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) 

scope, and therefore this assessment, affordable housing is assumed to be outside 

the scope of CIL and dealt with in the established way through site specific planning 

(s.106) agreements. Affordable housing has been allowed for separately, in addition 

to CIL. 

 

1.1.3 The Infrastructure Delivery Plan identified the sources of funding for each item of 

infrastructure identified and determined that the application of a Community 

Infrastructure Levy (CIL) was the most appropriate tool for funding any gaps, first 

taking into account of other sources of funding. 

 

1.1.4 The Community Infrastructure Levy came into force in April 2010 and allows local 

authorities in England and Wales to raise funds from developers undertaking new 

developments in their area. The levy is charged on most new developments that 

involve an increase in floor space. Most developments under 100 square metres in 

area will not pay the levy, for example, a small extension to a house. But 

development that involves the creation of a new residential unit (such as a house or a 

flat) will pay the charge, even if the unit is below 100 square metres in area. The 

charge will be expressed as a rate per sq m of development. The money raised can be 

spent on the infrastructure needed to support the development of the Council area 

and the government will require that charging authorities allocate a meaningful 

proportion of levy revenue raised in each neighbourhood back to that 

neighbourhood. 
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1.1.5 Any authority wishing to charge CIL must produce a charging schedule setting out the 

levy’s rates in their area. The CIL rate or rates should be set at a level that ensures 

that development within their area is not put at serious risk.  

 

1.1.6 Portsmouth City Council is now in the process of bringing forward a Community 

Infrastructure Levy draft charging schedule. Central to this process is the 

consideration of the balance between securing additional investment for 

infrastructure to support development and the economic effect of imposing CIL upon 

development of an area. For this reason, Portsmouth City Council commissioned 

Dixon Searle LLP (DSP) to carry out a strategic level economic viability assessment of 

the level at which CIL could be set so that development remains likely to be viable. 

 

1.1.7 The Council’s latest preliminary draft charging schedule calculated a requirement 

from residential and commercial development of £105 per sq m. 

 

1.1.8 This study investigates the potential for charging CIL by showing the likely impact on 

economic viability of residential and non-residential development scenarios across 

Portsmouth City.  It aims to provide the Council with advice as to the likely viability of 

seeking developer contributions towards infrastructure in the form of CIL both at the 

£105 / sq m level and the potential maximum scope for CIL.  

 

1.1.9 The approach taken in this study follows the well recognised methodology of residual 

land valuation. Put simply the residual land value produced by a potential 

development is calculated by subtracting the costs of achieving that development 

from the revenue generated by the completed scheme.  

 

1.1.10 The residual valuation technique has been used to run appraisals on both residential 

and non-residential scheme typologies (notional or hypothetical schemes) that are 

likely to come forward across the Portsmouth City area. The residual values 

generated for the purposes of this study and for indicating the potential viability of a 

scheme need to meet or exceed an existing or alternative use value (‘EUV’ or ‘AUV’) 

whilst at the same time contributing towards the Community Infrastructure Levy. 

 

1.1.11 The results of each of the appraisals are compared to potential existing or alternative 

use value benchmarks across the City to determine the potential level of CIL 

contribution. The results sets have been tabulated in summary form and those are 

included as Appendices I (residential) and II (commercial) to the rear of this 

document.  
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1.1.12 The report then sets out findings for the City Council to consider in taking forward its 

further development work on the local implementation of the CIL and in particular 

the Council’s Draft Charging Schedule (focussing on the conclusions, allied to a range 

of results set out in the Appendices). 

 

1.2 Notes and Limitations 

 

1.2.1 This study has been carried out using well recognised residual valuation techniques 

by consultants highly experienced in the production of strategic viability assessments 

for local authority policy development. In order to carry out this type of study a large 

number of assumptions are required alongside a large quantity of data which rarely 

fits all eventualities - small changes in assumptions can have a significant individual or 

cumulative effect on the residual land value generated and / or the value of CIL 

potential. 

 

1.2.2 It should be noted that every scheme is different and no study of this nature can 

reflect the variances seen in site specific cases. Specific assumptions and values 

applied for our schemes are unlikely to be appropriate for all developments and a 

degree of professional judgment is required. We are confident, however, that our 

assumptions are reasonable in terms of making this viability overview and informing 

the Council’s CIL charging schedule. 
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2 Assessment Methodology 

 

2.1 Residual Valuation 

 

2.1.1 This study investigates the potential for development to contribute to infrastructure 

provision funding across Portsmouth City through the collection of money charged 

via the Community Infrastructure Levy. 

 

2.1.2 In order to do this we have run development appraisals using the well recognised 

principles of residual valuation on a number of notional scheme types, both 

residential and non-residential.  

 

2.1.3 Residual valuation as the name suggests provides a “residual” value from the gross 

development value of a scheme after all other costs are taken into account. The 

diagram below shows the simplified principles behind residual valuation: 

 

Figure 1: Simplified Residual Land Valuation Principles 

 

 

2.1.4 Having allowed for the costs of development, finance and profit, the resulting figure 

shows what is potentially left over to pay for land. In order to guide on a range of 
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likely viability outcomes the assessment process also requires a benchmark against 

which to compare the resulting residual value - such as an indication of existing or 

alternative land use values (‘EUVs’ or ‘AUVs’) relevant to Portsmouth and any 

potential uplift required to encourage a site to be released for development (which 

might be termed a premium, excess, incentive or similar). A suitable land value to 

encourage the release of a site for development is a site specific and highly subjective 

matter and relates to the specific requirements or hopes of the landowner. Therefore 

benchmark land values using sources such as the Valuation Office Agency (VOA) 

reporting and any available sales evidence have been used for this purpose in making 

our assessment. The excess residual (land value) remaining after meeting the 

benchmark land value (and any potential premium) is shown as the (maximum) 

amount potentially available for CIL so that the relationship is as follows: 

 

Figure 2: Relationship Between RLV & Potential Maximum CIL Rate 

 

 

2.1.5 The assumptions that go into the residual land value appraisals are set out in more 

detail in this chapter. 

 

2.2 Site Typologies / Notional Site Types 

 

2.2.1 Development appraisals have been carried out on a variety of different site types for 

both residential and commercial schemes. The scheme types were developed 

following a review of information provided by the Council to determine development 

scheme types likely to come forward across the City including information such as 

the Council’s monitoring database and Strategic Housing Land Availability 

Assessment (SHLAA) data in the case of the residential scenarios. The scheme types 
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were then proposed to and agreed with the Council as reasonably representative for 

the purposes of this assessment. 

 

2.2.2 For residential schemes, four types were tested with the following mix of units and 

including integrated affordable housing (where required by and in accordance with 

Council policy): 

 

Figure 3: Residential Scheme Types 

Scheme Type Scheme Mix Private 
30% Affordable 

Housing 

1 Unit Housing 
Scheme 

1 x 4 BH 1 x 4BH N/A 

15 Unit Housing 
Scheme 

15 x 3BH 10 x 3BH 5 x 3BH 

50 Unit Flatted 
Scheme 

15 x 1 BF; 35 x 2 BF 
10 x 1 BF; 25  x 2 

BF 
5 x 1BF; 10 x 2BF 

100 Unit Mixed 
Residential 

15 x 1BF; 35 x 2BF; 
20 x 2BH; 20 x 3BH; 

10 x 4BH 

10 x 1BF; 25 x 2BF; 
14 x 2BH; 14 x 
3BH; 7 x 4BH 

5 x 1BF; 10 x 2BF; 6 
x 2BH; 6 x 3 BH; 3 x 

4BH 

Note: BH = bed house; BF = bed flat 

 

2.2.3 The unit mixes were again based on information provided by the Council and reflect a 

range of different types of development that could come forward across Portsmouth 

to ensure that viability has been tested across a range of scenarios. Each scheme type 

was also tested over a range of value levels representing both the range of 

residential values seen currently across Portsmouth and allowing us to test the 

impact of changing market conditions over time on development viability. 

 

2.2.4 The unit sizes assumed for the purposes of this study are as follows: 

 

Figure 4: Residential Unit Sizes 

Unit Sizes (sq m) Affordable Private 

1-bed flat 50 45 

2-bed flat 67 60 

2-bed house 75 75 

3-bed house 85 95 

4-bed house 110 125 

 

2.2.5 As with most assumptions there will be a variety of unit sizes and no single size or 

range of sizes will represent all dwellings coming forward. Since there is a 

relationship between values and build costs, it is the levels of those that are most 
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important for the purposes of this study, rather than the specific dwelling sizes. The 

indicative Values Levels can then be applied to varying (alternative) dwelling sizes. 

The sizes indicated are gross internal areas (GIAs). They are reasonably 

representative of the type of units coming forward for smaller and average family 

accommodation, within the scheme types likely to be seen most frequently providing 

on-site integrated affordable housing. We acknowledge that these 3 and 4-bed house 

sizes, in particular, may be small compared with some coming forward, but our 

research suggests that the values for larger house types would also often exceed 

those we have used and would, therefore, be similar on a “£ per sq m” basis. All will 

vary, and from scheme to scheme. It is always necessary to consider the size of new 

build accommodation while looking at its price – hence the range of prices expressed 

per square metre is the key measure used in considering the research, working up 

the range of values and reviewing the results.  

 

2.2.6 Commercial schemes were again developed through utilising information supplied 

by, and through Consultation with, the Council, as supplemented with / checked 

against wider information. The following sets out the various notional scheme types 

modelled for this study covering a range of planning use classes in order to test the 

impact on viability of requiring CIL contributions from commercial development: 

 

Figure 5: Commercial Scheme Types 

Use Class 
Example Scheme 
Type 

GIA 
(m²) 

Site 
Coverage 

Site 
Size 
(Ha) 

A1 - Retail Warehouse 
Out of Town 
Retail Warehouse 1000 35% 

          
0.29  

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 - Small Retail 
Convenience 
Store 300 80% 

          
0.04  

B1(a) Offices 

Office – Town 
Centre 300 400% 

          
0.01  

Office – Out of 
Town Business 
Park 2000 40% 

          
0.50  

B1 Light industrial, B2, B8 - Industrial 
Industrial 
Warehouse 3000 40% 

          
0.75  

C1 - Hotel Hotel 3000 60% 
          

0.50  

C2 - Residential Institution Nursing Home 3000 60% 
          

0.50  
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2.2.7 The types and sizes of scheme, although highly variable in practice, are thought to be 

representative of commercial schemes of this nature that could come forward in 

Portsmouth. 8 locally prominent commercial property agencies were contacted and 

invited to supply any readily available market information, guides or particular 

examples, followed up with emailed requests for information – on land values and 

development appraisal assumptions. In addition we approached the VOA, SEEDA and 

the City Council’s Property Department with specific information requests with 

varying degrees of feedback resulting. 

 

2.2.8 The site coverage indicated in Figure 5 is based on the Portsmouth City Council 

Employment Land Review (ELR) with information supplemented by examples and 

case studies from our research, which included articles sourced from a variety of 

construction and other development industry features within a range of publications, 

and in some cases available property details. Collectively our research enabled us to 

apply a level of “sense check” to our proposed assumptions. Appendix III outlines the 

range of information considered.  

 

2.3 Gross Development Value (Scheme Value) - Residential 

 

2.3.1 For the residential scheme types modelled in this study a range of value levels have 

been used for each scenario. As mentioned previously this is in order to test the 

sensitivity of the requirement for development to pay the CIL across geographical 

variations and / or with changing values over time. We have carried out our own 

desktop and on the ground research on residential values across Portsmouth and 

have utilised existing information for example contained within the Council’s 

Affordable Housing Economic Viability Study (AHEVS) (2010), Land Registry data and 

VOA data. The data sources behind our assumptions (including values, costs, land 

values, site coverage etc) are shown in Appendix III – Background Data - and are not 

included in the main part of this report. However, a summary of the values used for 

each unit type at varying value levels is shown in Figure 6 below. For each scheme we 

have modelled 5 value ranges: Low, Low Medium, Medium, Medium High and High. 

These are shown as £ per sq m rates and also expressed as equivalent property 

values based on the dwelling types and sizes assumed within this study. These 

approximately correlate with the Council’s Affordable Housing Economic Viability 

Study to ensure a level of consistency between these closely related reports. 
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Figure 6: Residential Values 

 Revenue (£ per 
sq m) 

Low 
Low / 

Medium 
Medium 

Medium / 
High 

High 

1-bed flat £2,000 £2,500 £3,000 £3,500 £4,000 

2-bed flat £2,000 £2,500 £3,000 £3,500 £4,000 

2-bed house £1,900 £2,375 £2,850 £3,325 £3,800 

3-bed house £1,900 £2,375 £2,850 £3,325 £3,800 

4-bed house £1,800 £2,250 £2,700 £3,150 £3,600 

 Revenue (£) Low 
Low / 

Medium Medium 
Medium / 

High High 

1-bed flat £90,000 £112,500 £135,000 £157,500 £180,000 

2-bed flat £120,000 £150,000 £180,000 £210,000 £240,000 

2-bed house £142,500 £178,125 £213,750 £249,375 £285,000 

3-bed house £180,500 £225,625 £270,750 £315,875 £361,000 

4-bed house £225,000 £281,250 £337,500 £393,750 £450,000 

 

2.3.2 Land Registry data shows that, overall, house prices have fallen gradually since the 

research was carried out for the Council’s AHEVS, with reference to the following 

table sourced from the Land Registry: 

 

Figure 7: Land Registry Average House Prices April 2010 – January 20111 

 

 

                                                           
1
 www.landregistry.gov.uk 
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2.3.3 This data indicates a fall of approximately 2.5% in average property values across the 

City as a whole between April 2010 and January 2011. This was not considered 

enough of a fall to change the basis of the value ranges used but a fluctuating 

residential property market highlights the need to review viability over a range of 

conditions rather than just taking into account current conditions or fixed values. 

 

2.3.4 In addition to the market housing we have assumed a requirement for affordable 

housing where applicable. For this study we have assumed that for the 15, 50 and 

100 unit schemes 30% affordable housing is required. Given the variable nature of 

the amount a developer could expect to receive for affordable housing of varying 

tenure (including the new “affordable rent” model), we have assumed for this high 

level study an amount equivalent to 50% of market value. This is based on both our 

experience in dealing with strategic and site specific affordable housing viability 

studies and following consultation with Registered Providers (RPs) of affordable 

housing for this study and various recent studies. This is an approximation taking into 

account that previously without grant a developer would have been likely to receive 

between 30% and 40% of open market value for social rented units; and between 

60% and 65% for intermediate tenures such as Low Cost Home Ownership. The new 

affordable rent model may increase the offer a RP is able to make to a developer for 

affordable housing but for the purposes of this study it is better to set this 

assumption reasonably conservatively than potentially over-estimate the value of the 

affordable housing. The assumptions used are appropriate for the assessment.  

 

2.4 Gross Development Value (Scheme Value) - Commercial 

 

2.4.1 The value generated by a non-residential (commercial) scheme varies enormously by 

type of development and location. In order to test the viability of commercial 

schemes some assumptions have had to be made with regard to rental values and 

yields of each commercial scheme tested. Data on yields and rental values has come 

from a range of sources including the VOA and a number of development industry 

publications and features. Along with residential values background data, land value 

data etc, Appendix III sets out more detail on the assumptions background for the 

commercial schemes. 

 

2.4.2 Figure 8 below shows the range of yields and rental values assumed for each scheme 

type in order to capitalise the annual rental value and provide a Gross Development 

Value for each scheme dependent on the combination of yield and rental value. The 
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rental values were tested at 3 levels – Low, Medium and High - representative of low, 

medium and high rental values assessed as relevant for each commercial scheme 

type. All were tested at yields of between 6% and 8% at 0.5% intervals. It is important 

to note here the impact on the gross development value (and thus the viability of a 

scheme) that small variations in yield or rental value can have. This approach enabled 

us to consider the sensitivity of likely viability outcomes to changes in the capitalised 

rents and allowed us to then consider the most relevant areas of the results in 

coming to our overview. It meant an appropriate element of standing back from the 

idea that particular assumptions sets necessarily match scheme specifics and looking 

instead at whether local scenarios are likely to fall within the viable areas of the 

results (including as values vary). This is explained further in chapter 3 which flows; 

our findings. 

 

Figure 8: Rental Value for Commercial Schemes 

Scheme Type Value Level £/m² 

A1 - Retail Warehouse £160 £180 £200 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 - Small Retail £120 £140 £160 

B1(a) Offices (Centre) £100 £130 £160 

B1(a) Offices (Out of Town) £100 £130 £160 

B1 Light industrial, B2, B8 - 
Industrial 

£65 £75 £85 

C1 - Hotel £180 £200 £220 

C2 - Residential Institution £160 £180 £200 

 

2.4.3 We are making this viability assessment following a period of significant recession 

which has see a major downturn in the fortunes of the property market – from an 

international and national to a local level, and affecting all property types (residential 

and commercial). At the time of writing we still have a weak economic backdrop. This 

continues to feed ongoing property market uncertainty to a significant degree. 

Although there have been a range of mixed signs in 2010, we are still seeing low 

levels of development activity. This is caused by a cocktail of factors e.g. as a result of 

low occupier demand, and related to poor availability of attractively priced and 

readily available finance for property development and purchasing.  

 

2.5  Development Costs - General 

 

2.5.1 Development costs vary significantly from one site to another. In a strategic overview 

such as for this study assumptions have to be fixed to enable the comparison of 

results and outcomes relating to the strategic view of viability rather than site 
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specific cases. Each development cost assumption is based on data sourced from 

information such as the RICS Building Cost Information Service (BCIS), development 

consultation, professional experience or other research. For this overview we have 

not allowed for particular abnormal costs associated with brownfield development as 

these are highly site specific and can distort comparisons at this level of review.  

 

2.6 Development Costs – Build Costs 

 

2.6.1 The build costs shown below are taken from the BCIS and the median figure, rebased 

to Q3 2010 (i.e. latest available pre-forecast data at the time of the research) and a 

Portsmouth location index (100) is used. Costs shown are for each development type 

(residential and commercial): 

 

Figure 9: Build Cost Data (BCIS Median, Q3 2010, Location Index 100) 

Use Class Property Type BCIS Build Cost (£/m²)* 

C3 – Houses (One off) N/A £1,182 

C3 – Houses (Mixed 

Developments) 
N/A £794 

C3 – Flats (Generally) N/A £922 

A1  - Shops Retail Warehouse £548 

A1, A2, A3, A4, A5 – (Small 
Retail) 

Convenience 
Store 

£672 

B1(a) Offices 

Office Building -  
Centre 

£1,224 

Office Building - – 
Out Of Town 
Business Park 

£1,155 

B1 light industrial, B2, B8 - 
Industrial 

Industrial 
Warehouse 

£472 

C1 - Hotel Hotel £1,255 

C2 - Residential Institution Nursing Home £1,279 
*excludes externals and contingencies (these are added to base build cost) 

 

2.6.2 The above build costs do not include contingencies or external works. An allowance 

for externals has been added to the above base build cost on a variable basis 

depending on the scheme type but typically between 14% and 21% of build cost for 

flatted and housing schemes based on analysis of specific schemes within the BCIS 

dataset. A notional allowance of 20% of build cost has been added for all commercial 

schemes based on a range of information sources and cost models. There will always 

be a range of data and opinions on, and methods of describing, build costs. In our 

view, we have made reasonable assumptions which lie within the range of figures we 
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generally see for typical new build schemes (rather than high specification or 

particularly complex schemes which might require particular construction techniques 

or materials).  As with many aspects there is no single appropriate figure in reality, so 

a judgement on some form of benchmark is necessary. As with any assumption of 

course this will be highly site specific and in many cases externals costs will be lower 

than assumed.  

 

2.6.3 An allowance of 5% of build cost has also been added to cover contingencies. This is a 

relatively standard assumption in our experience. 

 

2.6.4 In addition, for this broad test of viability it is not possible to test all variations to 

additional costs however a further allowance of 5% has also been added to the total 

build cost in respect of achieving higher sustainable design and construction 

standards (either in relation to building regulations or equivalent requirements – e.g. 

Code for Sustainable Homes / BREEAM). This allowance has been added to all build 

costs to reflect a potential future increase in costs in relation to the sustainable 

construction agenda above current standards.  

 

2.6.5 The interaction of costs and values levels will need to be considered again at future 

review points. In this context it is also important to bear in mind that the base build 

cost levels will also vary over time. In the recent recessionary period we have seen 

build costs fall, but moving ahead they are expected to rise again. The latest BCIS Q3 

2010 data, as above, indicates that tender prices increased by 0.5% over the 

preceding year; the first annual rise seen since mid 2008. The forecasts suggest 

steady cost rises later in 2011 and thereafter, driven by the increasing prices of 

inputs (materials, transport costs, etc). The ‘All-in tender price index’ now stands at a 

similar level to that seen at Q2 of 2009, and prior to that, similar to tender price 

levels seen in 2004-05. In between those points the index rose to its peak in late 

2007/early 2008. This overview indicates current costs at around 12% below their 

peak level on this basis. The forecasts indicate tender prices recovered to some 

extent by the end of 2012 (to around 7-8% below peak levels).  

 

2.7 Development Costs – Fees, Finance & Profit (Residential) 

 

2.7.1 The following costs have been assumed for the purposes of this study and are slightly 

different depending on the type of development (residential or commercial). 

Development cost allowances for residential development are as follows: 
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Professional and other fees:   

Total of 12% of build cost (including planning, building 

regulations, insurances etc) 

 

Site Acquisition Fees: 

1.0% agent’s fees 

0.75% legal fees 

Standard rate for stamp duty 

 

Finance:   7.5% interest rate (assumes scheme is debt funded) 

 

 

Marketing costs:  

3.0% sales fees 

£600 per unit legal fees 

 

Developer Profit: 

   Affordable Housing – 6% of GDV 

   Open Market Housing – 20% of GDV 

 

2.8 Development Costs – Fees, Finance & Profit (Commercial) 

 

2.8.1 Development cost allowances for commercial development are as follows: 

 

Professional and other fees:   

Total of 12% of build cost (including planning, building regs, 

insurances etc) 

 

Site Acquisition Fees: 

1.0% agent’s fees 

0.75% legal fees 

Standard rate for stamp duty 

 

Finance:   7.5% interest rate (assumes scheme is debt funded) 

   0.1% (of cost) arrangement fee 
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Marketing costs:  

   1% advertising fees (% of annual income) 

1.5% sales fees (of sales price where applicable) 

10% letting fees (% of annual income) 

 

Developer Profit:  20% of GDV  

 

2.9 Build Period 

 

2.9.1 The build period assumed for each development scenario has been based on BCIS 

data using its Construction Duration calculator (entering the specific scheme types 

modelled in this study) alongside professional experience. The following build periods 

have therefore been assumed: 

 

Figure 10: Build Period 

 Scheme Type Build Period (months) 

1 Unit Housing Scheme 6 

15 Unit Housing Scheme 9 

50 Unit Flatted Scheme 18 

100 Unit Mixed Scheme 24 

Retail Warehouse 6 

Convenience Store 3.5 

Office Building - Centre 6 

Office Building - Out Of 
Town Business Park 

10 

Industrial Warehouse 6.5 

Hotel 10 

Nursing Home 16 

 

2.10 Other S.106 Costs 

 

2.10.1 A notional site specific S.106 cost has been factored into the appraisal assumptions 

(alongside affordable housing). On discussion with the Council it was considered that 

a majority of existing Planning Obligation requirements would be taken up with the 

CIL but that site specific requirements (perhaps dedicated highways improvements / 

alterations or similar) could remain. A notional amount of £500 per dwelling has been 

included on this for the purposes of this study. For the commercial schemes, the 

Council’s existing Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document only 

requires a contribution from commercial development within the city centre and 
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then only at a rate of £9.50 per sq m. It has therefore been assumed that this sum 

would now be covered by CIL and therefore has not been included within the 

appraisal assumptions. 

 

2.11 Competing Land Use Values (Existing / Alternative Use Values) 

 

2.11.1 As discussed previously, in order to measure the likely viable level of CIL contribution 

from either a residential or commercial development scheme, a comparison needs to 

be made between the outturn results of the development appraisals (in terms of 

residual value) and some benchmark or known land value. The difference between 

these two values allows us to judge the potential scope for the maximum level of CIL 

that could be charged. 

 

2.11.2 In order to determine this “benchmark” we undertook to evidence land transactions 

locally alongside data sourced from the VOA. Each of the results is compared to a 

range of “benchmark” values representing either typical values for sites (as per the 

VOA data) or known land value data from comparable evidence. 

 

2.11.3 The VOA data available for comparison has reduced significantly since the July 2009 

publication of their Property Market Report with data only provided for 2 areas 

within the South East in the latest January 2010 report. However, the July 2009 

report provides a range of values for industrial land for Portsmouth and the January 

2010 report indicates that commercial market had changed little between the time 

of the two Property Market Reports. As such, we have assumed the VOA Portsmouth 

Industrial Land value of £1,400,000 per hectare as one benchmark (the range given 

is between £850,000 and £1,400,000 with a typical value of £1,100,000 per hectare). 

The VOA Property Market Report for July 2009 also suggests residential land value of 

£1,700,000 per hectare. 

 

2.11.4 As well as an existing or alternative use value, there may be an element of premium 

(excess or incentive) required to enable the release of land for development (where 

there is an established ready market for an existing or alternative use – ‘EUV’ or 

‘AUV’. The HCA’s draft document ‘Transparent Viability Assumptions’ that 

accompanies its Area Wide Viability Model suggests that “the rationale of the 

development appraisal process is to assess the residual land value that is likely to be 

generated by the proposed development and to compare it with a benchmark that 

represents the value required for the land to come forward for development”. This 
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benchmark is referred to as threshold land value. “Threshold land value is commonly 

described as existing use value plus a premium, but there is not an authoritative 

definition of that premium, largely because land market circumstances vary widely”. 

Further it goes on to say that “There is some practitioner convention on the required 

premium above EUV, but this is some way short of consensus and the views of 

Planning Inspectors at Examination of Core Strategy have varied. Benchmarks and 

evidence from planning appeals tend to be in a range of 10% to 30% above EUV in 

urban areas.” 

 

2.11.5 As with other assumptions for this study, background data is included in Appendix III. 

However for the purposes of this study we have assumed an EUV / AUV linked to the 

VOA data with variations by including a range of benchmark figures from -20% to 

+30%. Where comparable evidence is present we have also compared the appraisal 

results to those figures. 
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3 Findings - Results and Conclusions 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 

3.1.1 Results summaries are included at Appendix I (residential scenarios) and Appendix II 

(non-residential scenarios). In each case first we have included coloured tables which 

summarise the range of sensitivity testing for varying values shown in “traffic light 

style” as follows: 

 

 In GREEN – scenarios which create CIL scope at or in excess of the Council’s 

needs based £105/sq m target rate.  

 In ORANGE (amber) – scenarios which create CIL scope at between £0 and the 

£105/sq m principle test level. 

 In RED – scenarios which create £0 (zero or less) scope for CIL based on the 

assumptions applied (schemes indicated as unviable even without 

contributing CIL sums).  

 

3.1.2 Following those coloured tables, each Appendix contains appraisal input and output 

summaries. These are not the full appraisals but are intended to provide an overview 

of the main assumptions areas and the outcomes, to help an understanding of how 

the residual land valuation process has been used here.  

 

3.1.3 In the case of residential schemes (Appendix I) summary appraisal details are 

provided for all scheme scenarios and value levels trialled. Increasing value (meaning 

new build market housing value) is seen moving from left to right across each table 

(Low > Low Medium > Medium > Medium High > High – see Figure 6). Within each 

table, from top to bottom, we see the level of CIL scope created after comparison of 

the relevant appraisal result with an increasing benchmark land value i.e. land value 

level that may need to be achieved to secure the release of a site). The benchmark 

land value comparisons are as explained in section 2, Assessment Methodology. In 

practice, those will vary considerably, but this gives us an indication of how CIL scope 

reduces with increasing existing use value (‘EUV’) or alternative use value (‘AUV’) 

relative to the RLV result, as a potential measure of a scheme’s viability.  

 

3.1.4 With regard to the non-residential (commercial) scenarios, summarised results are 

provided (representing increasing capitalised rental values towards the top right 
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corner of each table). In each case we see increasing yield percentage (%), which in 

essence has the effect of reducing the rental multiplier or ‘Years Purchase’ (‘YP’) and, 

with a constant rental level assumed, in turn reduces the CIL scope moving from the 

top to the bottom of the each table. An Increase in the annual rental estimate (as 

listed under ‘Value Level £/m²) is shown from left to right across the top of the table. 

The summarised results shown there are based on combinations of High Yield & Low 

Rent (i.e. HY / LR), Medium Yield & Medium Rent (MY / MR) and Low Yield & High 

Rent (LY / HR) representing a range of capitalised rental values.  In the case of the 

commercial results summaries, there are 4 tables running down under each 

development type heading. Reading from top to bottom they show the land value 

benchmark increasing again, but this time also including a higher level as an upper 

test that could be applicable to higher land value expectations related to some retail 

schemes. This cannot be definitive, but it usefully extends the exploration of results 

varying in response to this factor - to add to the scenario testing.  

 

3.1.5 The results are highly variable in line with the high level nature of this assessment, 

which is to be used as a viability health-check from a strategic perspective alongside 

the Council’s wider work on, and consideration of, a range of other factors – 

potentially including: 

 

 Infrastructure needs, the funding gaps associated with those and the share of 

those to be borne by new development in the City. 

 The frequency with which various types of development are likely to come 

forward – linked to the potential CIL “yield” from those, and; 

 How the balance should be set in the City between the CIL charging levels 

(seeking to optimise contributions towards local infrastructure) and a range of 

wider planning and local economic objectives (seeking to continue to promote 

and encourage sustainable development; rather than unduly disincentivising 

it).  

 

3.1.6 This links to avoiding “setting a charge right up to the margin of economic viability”2 

the potential CIL scope, in accordance with the tone of the Government (CLG) 

guidance as far as available on the detail to date (as referred to in the Introduction 

Paras 1.1.5 and 1.1.6 ). 

 

                                                           
2
 DCLG – Community Infrastructure Levy Guidance – Charge Setting and Charging Schedule Procedures (March 

2010) 
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3.1.7 It follows that the CIL scope we have identified, based on a key exploration point of 

£105 / sq m, is not put forward as a level that should or must be collected from a 

viability viewpoint; in fact (and as will be mentioned in the detail in some cases) a 

level at up to that point could be set once other factors as at 3.1 have also been 

considered. Associated with that, we believe that it would be difficult to sustain 

contributions at a higher level than this on a reliable basis. This is due to a range of 

factors, for example: 

 

 Ongoing market uncertainty – likely to be affecting recovery from the 

previous recessionary period for some time to come. 

 Increasing build costs longer term – including related to sustainable 

construction (having the effect of counter-acting to some extent any growth 

in values related to a level of market improvement). 

 Reduced / more uncertain affordable housing funding.  

 Bearing in mind that land value expectations will vary considerably, and will 

be directly driven by increasing values / higher value scheme instances. 

 

3.1.8 A common theme running through all of the results (commercial and residential) is 

that they are highly sensitive to varied appraisal inputs and the EUV / AUV used as a 

benchmark. A relatively small adjustment, particularly in some assumption areas can 

have a significant effect on the result.  

 

3.1.9 This assessment process explores the degree to which changes in key assumptions 

produce varying results. In this way it is not a specific valuation exercise (it cannot be) 

but it has enabled us to consider the likelihood of the needs based target of £105/sq 

m being achievable; and look beyond this – at the extent to which assumptions would 

need to vary to make it suitable as a sustainable benchmark (and whether those 

amount to realistic scenarios or not). 

 

3.1.10 Potentially there are almost infinite variations of assumptions that could be worked 

through. It is important therefore that an overview is made. In doing so, we can 

review the results trends; i.e. it is also possible to consider what type of outcomes 

would be found between the points (appraisal assumptions combinations) that have 

been modelled.  

 

3.1.11 Ultimately there will be no getting away from the reality of a range of outcomes, 

within and potentially outside the scope of appraisal inputs we have used. There may 
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be cases where specific developments are unable to bear some or all of the 

additional cost of CIL (in the same way that is sometimes seen with other obligations 

on a scheme). To enable it to respond to these instances the Council will need to 

have mechanisms or a process in place for providing relief from the levy in particular 

circumstances.  Such viability discussions are likely to not be limited to CIL scope, 

however, but may also link with affordable housing, scheme design / construction / 

specification requirements (including but not limited to sustainable construction) and 

wider planning objectives. Usually, the collective costs impact on schemes will be 

relevant for consideration where issues arise, so that some level of prioritisation may 

be required. 

 

3.1.12 It is important to note, when we refer to highly variable outcomes / sensitive results, 

that: 

 

 This is not just a Portsmouth factor, but one that we firmly believe will have to 

be recognised in any similar assessment and practical local application of CIL – 

regardless of location. 

 

 These characteristics would apply regardless of the CIL rate(s) set, so that with 

particular scheme difficulties (for all development types) setting a significantly 

lower CIL rate would not necessarily resolve any viability issues; we could still 

see a range of unviable or marginally viable schemes with even a zero (£0) CIL 

rate. The overall results – see the coloured tables at Appendices I and II 

include a wide range of unviable results (including negative CIL potential).  

 

3.1.13 In the early assessment stages in particular, we kept an open mind as to whether any 

sufficiently clear values patterns were evident for a reliable link with CIL charging 

rates for Portsmouth that might be varied in some way by geography – particular 

zones, key centres, localities / neighbourhoods, etc. In agreement with other viability 

work previously carried out for the City Council (Portsmouth City Council Affordable 

Housing Economic Study – Update 2010; Adams Integra) we have concluded on 

further review that is not possible to clearly define varying CIL charging zones for 

residential development given that in practice values are seen to vary between 

different sides or ends of the same street; and even between varying parts of larger 

schemes. 
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3.1.14 There are typically higher value areas (for example Gun Wharf, Old Portsmouth, parts 

of Southsea, Port Solent). However, higher development costs and land values are 

likely to be relevant for such schemes.  Given the requirement to set CIL charging 

rates in the context of the needs / funding gap assessment, rather than setting them 

too high based purely on any increased viability scope in certain instances, we 

consider it more appropriate in the Portsmouth context not to risk over-complicating 

policy and potentially deterring activity in those areas or similar cases, by setting 

differential rates. The reverse scenario also needs to be considered i.e. in the context 

of areas that may be typically lower value. In our opinion it would not be appropriate 

to set lower rates bearing in mind that those locations may also “host” some higher 

value schemes. This can include developments that buck very local trends by 

benefiting from the regenerative and transformational effects seen in certain parts of 

the City – e.g. Gun Wharf / Old Portsmouth fringes / relationship with, and particular 

effects which are likely to continue to change areas within and around parts of 

Southsea (for example).  

 

3.1.15 In practice, residential values patterns are not well defined. We consider that a clear, 

straight forward City-wide approach would be more appropriate than much more 

complicated alternatives.  

 

3.1.16 A similar process was considered with respect to non-residential (commercial) 

schemes – i.e. “are there any particular values patterns or distinct scenarios that 

might influence the implementation of a charging schedule for the City?”  

 

3.1.17 It was decided that the Portsmouth commercial property and development market 

should logically be treated as one for this strategic purpose, and in fact it forms an 

integral part of the wider South Hampshire market. In reality, certain types of 

commercial development could occur almost anywhere within the City (for example 

smaller retail proposals – e.g. new convenience stores, care homes and similar 

proposals, hotels, small office developments). Conversely, “out of town centre” 

larger retail proposals, larger scale office development and industrial /warehousing is 

likely to occur in a relatively limited range of locations between which it may well be 

difficult to distinguish values. Overall, following the consideration of options we are 

of the opinion that a clear City-wide application of the CIL by development type will 

be most appropriate for Portsmouth. As with residential development, our view is 

that no amount of attempted sensitivity to particular local value variations is likely to 

be capable of superseding the need for a level of site specific review in some cases. 
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3.1.18 Therefore, rather than variation by area (locality), in carrying out the research for this 

study we developed the view that the key variable characteristics associated with 

different types of development require an approach that moves away from a single 

CIL rate. Development type rather than locality should be the key driver. 

 

3.1.19 Therefore the assessment outcomes will now be discussed by development type, 

starting with residential and then moving on to non-residential (commercial) 

development scenarios. 

 

3.2 Residential scenarios (Use Class C3, including Sheltered Housing) – Findings 

 

3.2.1 All ‘Low’ Value Level scenarios (where the market housing is assumed to sell at 

£1,800 to £2,000 / sq m (about £167 to £186 / sq ft) produce residual land value 

(RLV) outcomes which show no scope for CIL payments. In fact in most cases the 

results are in significantly negative territory indicated scenarios that are not even 

marginal in terms of being potentially viable without major adjustment to 

assumptions. 

 

3.2.2 ‘Low Medium’ Value level scenarios begin to produce some marginal results at the 

lower level of land value comparisons (£1.167m / Ha to £1.4m / Ha applied). This 

indicates primarily the level at which schemes start to become viable, but not by the 

time they include CIL at the full needs based £105 / sq m we have tested. It points to 

some schemes at this level (market sales at £2,250 to £2,500 / sq m or about £209 to 

£232 / sq ft) being able to make some degree of contribution to planning obligations 

alongside affordable housing; but not on a reliable basis. The more positive outcomes 

shown here (Appendix I ‘Low Medium’ – orange shaded cells) could quickly be 

eroded by increased cost assumptions or abnormal site issues, etc. To balance that, 

reduced cost or profit assumptions (compared with those we have applied purely for 

this exercise) could also have the effect of improving scheme specific outcomes at 

this point, increasing the CIL scope towards the £105 / sq m level. 

 

3.2.3 A significant switch is seen by the time we then reach the ‘Medium’ Value Level 

assumption. This represents market sales values of around £2,700 to £3,000 / sq m as 

a guide (approximately £250 to £279 / sq ft). At this point (central Value Level column 

in each of the Appendix I coloured tables) we see some scenarios looking marginally 

viable still, when compared with the higher residential land value benchmarks, but 

also a wide range of scenarios that look able to support the £105 / sq m potential CIL 
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draft charging rate level that the City Council asked us to test. Here, in essence a 

range of scenarios on sites moving from previous commercial / industrial use are 

likely to be workable at this point. Proposals on land already in residential use or 

where similar land value expectations apply still look marginally viable on the 

smallest scenario considered (single dwelling) and on the larger mixed housing 

scheme. However, with a lower land value expectation assumed, the results indicate 

that the larger (100 unit mixed) scheme could still be workable, and potentially 

comfortably so, with a CIL rate of £105 / sq m applied.  

 

3.2.4 We consider that this mid-range value level is the most relevant in the Portsmouth 

context, taking account of a range of market conditions and looking at this 

strategically. On balance, a range of scenarios at this point support the Council’s 

needs based £105 / sq m CIL level. The positive nature of a good number of the 

results here suggests that there should also be some capacity to deal with some 

degree of increase to the costs side of the appraisals (build costs, abnormals, profits, 

etc where those are justified) while maintaining the CIL scope.  

 

3.2.5 Similarly, because the switch point at which the outcomes start to work at a CIL level 

of £105/sq m is clearly beneath the £2,700 to £3,000 / sq m sales rate, positively 

these results also indicate that there is some scope for values at lower levels than this 

to support the Council’s likely requirements. This could be important with the 

necessary strategic view in mind, but also given the likely ongoing market 

uncertainties in the foreseeable future. 

 

3.2.6 Value Levels at ‘Medium High’ (£3,150 to £3,500 / sq m or approx. £293 / sq ft) and 

‘High’ (£3,600 to £4,000 / sq m or approx. £334 to £372 / sq ft) indicate very positive 

results typically capable of absorbing more cost that could be associated with factors 

such as increased specification / build costs, higher land value expectations 

(potentially including beyond the levels considered in our range of assumptions and 

comparisons). In our view, and in line with Government guidance to date, the is 

should be interpreted by the Council as results which generally get more comfortable 

rather than which offer greatly increased CIL scope over the £105 / sq m and thereby 

leading to the CIL potentially becoming an aspirational capture of funds rather than 

an assessed contribution against assessed needs. The Government Guidance 

confirms that the CIL scope should not be pushed to the limits of viability; but that a 

balance should be found. 
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3.3 Residential scope – overview. 

 

3.3.1 We are able to provide support for a residential charge set at £105 / sq m, and 

recommend that the Council does not go beyond this level in considering its draft 

charging schedule. 

 

3.3.2 This relates reasonably well to the City Council’s existing largely formulaic basis for 

seeking and securing a range of planning obligations and contributions; most of 

which will be replaced by the wide ranging scope of CIL in covering all but very site 

specific matters (affordable housing and perhaps particular site specific issues such as 

dedicated highways improvements). A small residual allowance of £500 per dwelling 

has been made within our appraisals for any matters that will not be covered by the 

CIL and still need to go in to a s.106 agreement along with affordable housing 

obligations (where applicable).  

 

3.3.3 As above, there will be lower value schemes and localities where developments 

struggle in viability terms, even without any significant CIL contribution. So far as we 

can see, no lower level set for CIL could ensure the deliverability of these schemes on 

a reliable basis; or make sure that some levels of CIL were always collectable.  

 

3.3.4 Instead, we think it will be necessary to monitor outcomes, and have in place 

mechanisms for providing exceptional relief from levy charges where necessary. The 

Government guidance to date points to scope for this type of approach. 

 

3.3.5 Within this area of responsiveness to particular viability issues, the results indicate 

that there may be difficulties associated with some of the very smallest schemes 

which from our experience would often contribute to a reduced degree  under the 

existing planning obligations regime (per dwelling, compared with larger schemes). 

Again, proposals will be highly variable and some may need to be reviewed according 

to their specifics in the context of relief procedures which we understand the Council 

will need to consider putting in place. 

 

3.3.6 The results of the residential appraisals are typically most sensitive to the Value 

Levels assumed for the market housing that will drive scheme viability. Other factors 

which can also have a significant effect on viability outcomes are: 

    

 Scheme density – linked to land take (site area occupied) and the land value 

requirement / expectation (EUV/AUV plus any applicable uplift where there is 

a ready market for that existing or alternative use).  
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 Build costs – generally, but including related to sustainable design and 

construction.  

 Other costs side influences – profit levels, finance, fees, etc. 

 Any abnormal development costs. 

 

3.4 Non-Residential (Commercial) Findings. 

 

3.4.1 As would be expected, the commercial appraisal findings are also very wide ranging.  

Whilst these are certainly sensitive to the annual rental value estimates used and 

these two factors cannot be separated, they also appear highly sensitive to variation 

in the yield assumed - which in essence is reflected through significant changes to the 

rental multiplier (‘Years Purchase’ – ‘YP’) from a small change (say +/- 0.5%) to the 

yield assumption. 

 

3.4.2 For this strategic overview rather than detailed valuation exercise we have essentially 

considered the interaction of rent and yield as presenting a view of sample ranges 

within which capitalised net rents could fall. In this way we have explored various 

combinations of assumptions (including capitalised rental levels) which produce a 

range of results from negative outcomes (meaning very limited or nil CIL scope) to 

those which produce meaningful CIL scope. To illustrate the trends we see, the 

coloured tables in Appendix II use the same “coding” as the residential summary 

tables.   

 

3.4.3 Another factor to which the commercial outcomes are greatly sensitive is the site 

coverage of a scheme, i.e. the amount of accommodation to be provided on a given 

site area; very much the equivalent of residential scheme density. This can 

dramatically affect results, combined with the EUV/AUV (plus any potential uplift) 

comparison that might need to be made (the land buy-in cost for the scheme). 

 

3.4.4 Factors such as build costs clearly have an impact too, but for the given scheme 

scenarios are not likely to vary to an extent which makes this a more significant driver 

of results than the influences outlined at 3.4.1 to 3.4.3. In practice, it will be the 

interaction of actual appraisal inputs (rather than these high level assessment 

assumptions) that determines specific outcomes. 
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3.4.5 We will now summarise the assessment findings for the commercial uses 

(development scenarios) considered, bearing in mind that scheme types will be highly 

variable. 

 

3.5 Retail scenarios (Use Classes A1 – A5) 

 

3.5.1 In general, we saw very good viability indications for the retail scenarios we ran, 

based on the range of assumptions applied. This tone of results is shown by the green 

coloured cells in the Appendix II results summary tables (using this measure of 

potential CIL scope beyond £105 / sq m). 

 

3.5.2 What we can also see, as at 3.4.1, is that the results switch quickly from green (for 

positive – with relevant CIL scope) to red or orange territory (no or limited CIL scope) 

with given appraisal assumption combinations (levels of capitalised rents). The results 

also deteriorate quickly once the land has to be purchased at rates higher than 

applicable to typical residential or commercial (e.g. B1) uses – as could be the case in 

respect of some retail proposals.  

 

3.5.3 Given the capitalised rental levels (the potential annual rent and yield interactions) 

which appear to be needed to sustain viability and just how sensitive to change these 

results are, we believe they should be interpreted reasonably cautiously.  

 

3.5.4 In this context, for the larger (usually “out of centre”) retail schemes – retail 

warehousing/ supermarkets - the results indicate that the CIL level of £105 / sq m 

should be generally achievable (unless lower values combine with high land value 

expectations). Whilst the range of very high looking results may be viewed as positive 

(leading potentially to higher CIL aspirations) the following also need to be borne in 

mind alongside the above mentioned sensitivities: 

 

 The need not to frustrate / over-burden appropriate proposals bearing in 

mind economic / wider planning objectives. In particular, the ongoing 

economic uncertainties need to be considered – whilst the review of yields, 

rentals levels and other factors creates a range of results for strategic 

review, we need to keep in mind the fact that commercial development is 

led by occupier demand which falls to low levels at times such as this.  
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 The appropriate range of conditions to incentivise development need to be 

in place and considering CIL levels beyond the needs based target level 

could again have an undesirable effect, significant though some of the 

scope appears at this level of review. 

 

3.5.5 We therefore suggest that £105 / sq m is the maximum levy rate with respect to any 

larger / out of town type retail proposals – viewing the results in a wider context. 

 

3.5.6 Within our range of appraisals we also reviewed smaller retail development on the 

basis of a 300 sq m scenario – for example a new convenience store. The different 

tone of results seen for this compared with the significantly more positive outcomes 

for the larger retail scenarios suggest that the Council should consider a lower level 

of CIL applicable to these. It is not appropriate to be precise given the nature of this, 

but this could be considered at up to about half of the full proposed draft £105 / sq 

m CIL rate and, if so, would benefit the viability of such proposals positively. The 

Council will again wish to weigh-up the relationship with wider factors and planning 

objectives, as we have discussed.    

 

3.5.7 Finally on retail, we are aware that there is a current proposal for significant 

redevelopment of the area known as the ‘Northern Quarter’ of the City Centre, 

including the former Tricorn site – which is proposed to include a major new 

shopping centre facility and other mixed use components. As confirmed by the 

Centros Miller web-site http://www.centros.co.uk/current_projects_portsmouth.php 

in February 2011, the City Council has informed us that the scheme is currently under 

review, taking place over the next 3 to 4 years allied to refreshed comprehensive 

planning and consultation processes. Once more is known about this scheme and the 

economic climate that will prevail as it is delivered, it may well be possible to 

consider this in light of CIL. In the circumstances, and given the very specific nature of 

such a proposal, it is beyond the scope of this assessment and will be likely to merit 

its own consideration of viability as part of the detailed raft of work that will need to 

be carried out to bring it forward in a partnership between the Council and the 

developer. While the retail appraisal results so far indicate scope which would appear 

to be further improved by the very much higher rental levels applicable to a shopping 

centre of potentially regional significance, in this type of scheme the very wide 

ranging pre-development costs, land assembly, high construction costs, fees, 

financing and management requirements, etc, will no doubt alter that balance and 

need to be considered against the development values. As a starting point, the 
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Council could look to a figure not in excess of the £105 / sq m again; or at a reduced 

level up to that (again based on the infrastructure funding needs scenario) but this is 

suggested for subsequent review in this case. 

 

3.6 Office / Industrial / Warehousing scenarios (Use Classes B1, B1a, B2, B8) 

 

3.6.1 In terms of likely scheme viability, these are simpler to discuss than retail. Whilst 

again proposals could be highly variable in nature, the results convincingly show that 

there is no foreseeable scope for any meaningful level of CIL charge to be made 

applicable to such schemes in Portsmouth.   

 

3.6.2 This can be seen very quickly from the largely red coloured summary tables at 

Appendix II.  

 

3.6.3 These results indicate that only with the most optimistic capitalised rental scenarios 

(yield and annual rent assumptions combinations) do we see marginally viable 

schemes; and at the most optimistic end of that, schemes which show the £105/ sq 

m potential (but then with little room for manoeuvre). Those few most optimistic 

scenarios are also heavily reliant on a site coverage ratio assumption of 400% 

(applicable to “in town” offices) based on multi-storey schemes. Even at those most 

optimistic capitalised rental scenarios appraised, we see the “out of town” office 

scenario viability severely impacted again – to a more unworkable point in terms of 

the prospect of creating any significant CIL charging potential. 

 

3.6.4 These outcomes might well fit with the balance that needs to be found with wider 

planning and economic benefits.  

 

3.6.5 We consider that the collective assumptions need to be moved to points that are too 

optimistic in order to create meaningful CIL scope, even when the more strategic 

longer term view is considered. As such, we have not considered it appropriate or 

necessary to further explore where the potentially workable scenarios may lie in 

terms of wider views of assumptions.  

 

3.6.6 In summary, we recommend that a zero (£0) CIL charging rate be considered for 

these use types.  
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3.7 Hotels (Use Class C1) 

 

3.7.1 The hotel scenarios reviewed represent a range of outcomes that are again quite 

sensitive to the capitalised rental assumptions (varying combinations of annual 

rentals and yields) driving the appraisals.  

 

3.7.2 We can see this from the relevant Appendix II summary tables, showing a range of 

outcomes with distinctly more viability (and therefore greater CIL potential) than the 

office and industrial scenarios; but less scope overall than indicated by retail, and 

especially larger retail, proposals. The varied results are signified by the table 

colouring being split relatively equally between the red and green areas; with a few 

amber (in between) outcomes where some more marginal scope for CIL payments is 

indicated. 

 

3.7.3 We can see that a very significantly reduced level of market optimism is required 

(when compared with the office and industrial scenarios) in order to create potential 

scenarios that look likely to support CIL contributions at up to the £105 / sq m level.  

 

3.7.4 These are, however, highly dependent on the rental and capitalised rental 

assumptions, as the switches between results (indicated by table colouring changes) 

show – i.e. between those that should work, and those that are unlikely too. 

 

3.7.5 Our view is that this Use Class is likely to be capable of supporting CIL contributions 

locally; and potentially up to the £105 / sq m level. 

 

3.7.6 However, hotel values are clearly highly dependent on location and type, which 

directly impacts upon the room rates and occupancy levels that can be achieved; 

flowing through to varying capitalised values.   

 

3.7.7 A variety of proposals could be seen in the City. Our understanding is that the City 

Council may be particularly interested in promoting scope for mid to more upmarket 

hotels to increase the variety of offer to tourists and business travellers, given that 

there are a number of more budget end hotels already in the City (including 

developments in the last few years).  

 

3.7.8 Whilst more upmarket hotel scenarios might well be associated with the upper end 

value levels we have trialled (or possibly values beyond those in some cases), we 
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would expect to see build costs rise so that those types of proposals might not 

provide much more CIL scope than the lower / budget end.  

 

3.7.9 Much will depend on specifics and, overall, a CIL level beneath and certainly not 

beyond the £105 / sq m could be applicable as a starting point – with as much 

dependent on the wider economic benefits of not over-burdening potential schemes, 

as in other cases.  

 

3.8 Residential Institutions (Use Class C1) 

 

3.8.1 Since proposals falling under this Use Class could again be highly variable in nature, 

as well as in terms of the values and other assumptions potentially applicable to 

varying scheme specifics, through discussion with the Council we have focussed our 

review on Care Homes at this stage.  Related to the ageing population profile, it is a 

form of provision considered relevant as part of the overall accommodation and care 

offer as the City moves forward with its various strategies to encourage, secure and 

enable a suitable range of development to cater for the changing community. 

 

3.8.2 We have not been able to identify recent development examples or other 

comparables / guides as to likely financial assumptions associated with this form of 

development in the City. The assessments have necessarily drawn on wider 

indications and we aimed to pitch these on the cautious side so as to explore 

potential viability at what could well be lower end values initially. It can be seen (as 

at the relevant Appendix II coloured table summaries again) that we have a range of 

results associated with what we think are values most likely to be on the 

conservative side for Portsmouth.  

 

3.8.3 Whilst the increased Value Levels trials mean that overall we have a mixed set of 

results for this use class which are inferior to the hotel results tone, we think, taking 

the relevant strategic view on where demand and value may lie moving ahead, that 

there is some scope here to set a CIL level again not exceeding the £105 / sq m level. 

From a viability viewpoint, as a component of increasing the Portsmouth offer, this is 

another example of a Use type which would benefit from sensitive consideration by 

the City Council. This could point to a reduced CIL level relative to the headline level, 

and in keeping with our reservations on this type of use together with hotels.  
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3.9 Community Uses 

 

3.9.1 Following our iterative process, throughout this assessment we can see that once 

values fall to a certain level there is simply not enough development revenue to 

support the developments costs, even before CIL scope is considered (where adding 

CIL cost simply increases the negative numbers produced by the residual land value 

results). 

 

3.9.2 A case in point will be community uses which generally either generate low or sub-

market level income streams and as a general rule require very significant levels of 

subsidy to support their development cost; in the main they are likely to be a long 

way from producing CIL scope. 

 

3.9.3 There are of course a range of other arguments in support of a distinct approach for 

such uses. In themselves, such facilities are generally contributing to the wider 

availability of community infrastructure. 

 

3.9.4 In any event, from our viability perspective, a zero (£0) CIL rate is recommended in 

these instances. 

 

3.9.5 The City Council may wish to consider whether there may be any “grey areas” in 

connection with this, for example whether there is any likelihood of seeing the 

development of private members clubs or equivalent (non-open access) facilities 

where the same arguments around wider community benefit might not hold true. 

This is beyond the scope of our assessment.  

  

3.10 Conclusions & Recommendations Summary 

 

3.10.1 In summary, from a viability point of view we recommend the following parameters 

for consideration by the City Council in taking forward the setting of a draft CIL 

charging schedule: 

 

A. Residential (C3 – including sheltered housing) – Support the £105 / sq m 

benchmark, but in the context of the notes and sensitivities explained in this 

report – varying site specifics. Suggested not going beyond this level from a 

viability viewpoint. 
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B. Retail (A1 – A5) – CIL scope up to £105 / sq m – but suggest that consideration 

is given to smaller proposals (of say < 300 sq m or thereabouts) regarding a 

potential lower levels at up to around half of that; and suggest careful 

consideration of town centre retail with regard to site specifics (within these 

parameters).  

 

C. Office and Industrial (B1, B1a, B2, B8) – Zero CIL scope (£0) 

 

D. Hotels and Care Homes (C1 and C2) – Scope up to £105 / sq m but again 

consideration of a lower rate encouraged (as per small retail). 

 

E. Community Uses (which provide community access) – Zero CIL scope (£0).  

 

3.10.2 This report builds on earlier assessment stages and follows our dialogue with the City 

Council having carried out some “sense–checking” work alongside the officers who 

were considering the potential needs based and funding gap calculations behind the 

£105 / sq m.  

 

3.10.3 In carrying out this work and discussing various aspects with the Council, collectively 

we have also begun identifying some quirks and anomalies that may be associated 

with the finer workings of the CIL principles unless further Government guidance or 

Regulation clarifies or develops certain aspects. This quick outline of miscellaneous 

points is intended purely for information, in the spirit of recording the points that 

have occurred to us in the course of the study: 

 

 Currently, potentially valuable changes of use are not within CIL scope 

(the case may be that this deliberately sets out to incentivise the 

economic re-use of effectively redundant buildings in many cases).  

 We have noted other valuable uses of land which do not involve the 

creation of buildings as such (e.g. open storage land / yards, transport 

facilities with small scale buildings, etc).  

 Uses without a Use Class (‘sui-generis’) or variations on a theme within a 

Use Class that require varying considerations (or fall outside CIL scope 

by virtue of their specific nature).  
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3.10.4 The DCLG Charge Setting Procedures (para. 75)3 and the DCLG CIL Overview4 

document (para. 36) both state that a charging authority should keep their charging 

schedules under review. Although there is no fixed period or frequency for this we 

recommend that the Council begins to consider its more detailed implementation 

strategies around CIL, including how it will monitor and potentially review CIL 

collection and levels – informed by the experience of operating it in practice.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Report ends. 

March 2011.  

                                                           
3
 DCLG – Community Infrastructure Levy Guidance – Charge Setting and Charging Schedule Procedures (March 

2010) 
4
 DCLG – The Community Infrastructure Levy  - An Overview (November 2010) 
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 15 X 3-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 125

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.03

VALUE / AREA LOW

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £0

Open Market Housing Revenue £225,000

Total Value of Scheme £225,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Affordable Housing Build Costs £0

Open Market Build Costs £158,750

Fees, Contingencies Costs £29,337

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £7,938

Total Build Costs £196,025

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £7,350

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £7,350

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £203,375

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees -

Legal Fees -

Stamp Duty -

Total Interest Paid -

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £0

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £45,000

Affordable Housing Profit £0

Total Operating Profit £45,000

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£25,110

RLV (£ per Ha) -£836,990

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £42,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£67,110

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£537

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£604

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£638

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% -£470

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 1 X 4-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 125

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.03

VALUE / AREA LOW MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £0

Open Market Housing Revenue £281,250

Total Value of Scheme £281,250

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Affordable Housing Build Costs £0

Open Market Build Costs £158,750

Fees, Contingencies Costs £29,337

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £7,938

Total Build Costs £196,025

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £9,038

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £9,038

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £205,062

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £159

Legal Fees £120

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £3,713

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £3,992

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £56,250

Affordable Housing Profit £0

Total Operating Profit £56,250

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £15,946

RLV (£ per Ha) £531,537

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £42,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£26,054

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£208

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£276

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£309

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% -£141

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 1 X 4-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 125

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.03

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £0

Open Market Housing Revenue £337,500

Total Value of Scheme £337,500

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Affordable Housing Build Costs £0

Open Market Build Costs £158,750

Fees, Contingencies Costs £29,337

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £7,938

Total Build Costs £196,025

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £10,725

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £10,725

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £206,750

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £570

Legal Fees £428

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £5,251

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £6,249

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £67,500

Affordable Housing Profit £0

Total Operating Profit £67,500

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £57,002

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,900,064

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £42,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £15,002

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £120

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £53

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £19

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £187

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 1 X 4-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 125

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.03

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £0

Open Market Housing Revenue £393,750

Total Value of Scheme £393,750

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Affordable Housing Build Costs £0

Open Market Build Costs £158,750

Fees, Contingencies Costs £29,337

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £7,938

Total Build Costs £196,025

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £12,413

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £12,413

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £208,437

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £981

Legal Fees £735

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £6,789

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £8,505

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £78,750

Affordable Housing Profit £0

Total Operating Profit £78,750

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £98,058

RLV (£ per Ha) £3,268,591

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £42,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £56,058

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £448

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £381

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £348

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £516

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 1 X 4-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 125

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.03

VALUE / AREA HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £0

Open Market Housing Revenue £450,000

Total Value of Scheme £450,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Affordable Housing Build Costs £0

Open Market Build Costs £158,750

Fees, Contingencies Costs £29,337

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £7,938

Total Build Costs £196,025

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £14,100

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £14,100

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £210,125

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £1,391

Legal Fees £1,043

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £8,327

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £10,762

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £90,000

Affordable Housing Profit £0

Total Operating Profit £90,000

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £139,114

RLV (£ per Ha) £4,637,118

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £42,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £97,114

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £777

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £710

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £676

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £844

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 15 X 3-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,375

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.33

VALUE / AREA LOW

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £403,750

Open Market Housing Revenue £1,805,000

Total Value of Scheme £2,208,750

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £1,375,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £254,100

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £68,750

Total Build Costs £1,697,850

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £60,150

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £60,150

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,758,000

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £361

Legal Fees £271

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £28,754

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £29,386

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £361,000

Affordable Housing Profit £24,225

Total Operating Profit £385,225

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £36,139

RLV (£ per Ha) £109,511

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £462,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£425,861

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£310

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£377

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£411

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% -£243

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 15 X 3-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,375

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.33

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM LOW

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £504,688

Open Market Housing Revenue £2,256,250

Total Value of Scheme £2,760,938

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £1,375,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £254,100

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £68,750

Total Build Costs £1,697,850

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £73,688

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £73,688

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,771,538

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £4,532

Legal Fees £3,399

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £46,779

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £54,709

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £451,250

Affordable Housing Profit £30,281

Total Operating Profit £481,531

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £453,160

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,373,211

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £462,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£8,840

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£6

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£74

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£107

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £61

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 15 X 3-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,375

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.33

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £605,625

Open Market Housing Revenue £2,707,500

Total Value of Scheme £3,313,125

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £1,375,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £254,100

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £68,750

Total Build Costs £1,697,850

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £87,225

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £87,225

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,785,075

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £8,702

Legal Fees £6,526

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £64,804

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £80,032

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £541,500

Affordable Housing Profit £36,338

Total Operating Profit £577,838

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £870,181

RLV (£ per Ha) £2,636,911

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £462,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £408,181

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £297

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £230

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £196

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £364

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 15 X 3-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,375

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.33

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £706,563

Open Market Housing Revenue £3,158,750

Total Value of Scheme £3,865,313

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £1,375,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £254,100

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £68,750

Total Build Costs £1,697,850

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £100,763

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £100,763

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,798,613

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £12,872

Legal Fees £9,654

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £82,828

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £105,354

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £631,750

Affordable Housing Profit £42,394

Total Operating Profit £674,144

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,287,202

RLV (£ per Ha) £3,900,612

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £462,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £825,202

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £600

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £533

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £499

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £667

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 15 X 3-bed house

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,375

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.33

VALUE / AREA HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £807,500

Open Market Housing Revenue £3,610,000

Total Value of Scheme £4,417,500

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £1,375,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £254,100

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £68,750

Total Build Costs £1,697,850

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £114,300

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £114,300

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £1,812,150

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £17,042

Legal Fees £12,782

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £100,853

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £130,677

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £722,000

Affordable Housing Profit £48,450

Total Operating Profit £770,450

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,704,223

RLV (£ per Ha) £5,164,312

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £462,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £1,242,223

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £903

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £836

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £803

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £971

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 50 x 1 & 2-bed flats

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,870

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA LOW

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £920,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £3,900,000

Total Value of Scheme £4,820,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £3,157,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £583,414

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £157,850

Total Build Costs £3,898,264

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £138,000

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £138,000

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £4,036,264

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees -

Legal Fees -

Stamp Duty -

Total Interest Paid -

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £0

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £780,000

Affordable Housing Profit £55,200

Total Operating Profit £835,200

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£249,083

RLV (£ per Ha) -£498,166

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£949,083

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£331

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£379

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£404

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% -£282

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 50 x 1 & 2-bed flats

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,870

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA LOW MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £1,150,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £4,875,000

Total Value of Scheme £6,025,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £3,157,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £583,414

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £157,850

Total Build Costs £3,898,264

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £167,250

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £167,250

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £4,065,514

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £6,035

Legal Fees £4,527

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £301,385

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £311,947

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £975,000

Affordable Housing Profit £69,000

Total Operating Profit £1,044,000

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £603,540

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,207,079

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£96,460

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£34

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£82

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£107

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £15

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 50 x 1 & 2-bed flats

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,870

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £1,380,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £5,850,000

Total Value of Scheme £7,230,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £3,157,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £583,414

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £157,850

Total Build Costs £3,898,264

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £196,500

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £196,500

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £4,094,764

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £14,562

Legal Fees £10,921

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £400,791

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £426,274

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £1,170,000

Affordable Housing Profit £82,800

Total Operating Profit £1,252,800

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,456,162

RLV (£ per Ha) £2,912,325

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £756,162

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £263

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £215

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £190

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £312

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 50 x 1 & 2-bed flats

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,870

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £1,610,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £6,825,000

Total Value of Scheme £8,435,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £3,157,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £583,414

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £157,850

Total Build Costs £3,898,264

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £225,750

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £225,750

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £4,124,014

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £23,088

Legal Fees £17,316

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £500,197

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £540,601

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £1,365,000

Affordable Housing Profit £96,600

Total Operating Profit £1,461,600

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £2,308,785

RLV (£ per Ha) £4,617,570

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £1,608,785

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £561

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £512

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £487

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £609

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 50 x 1 & 2-bed flats

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,870

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £1,840,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £7,800,000

Total Value of Scheme £9,640,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £3,157,000

Fees, Contingencies Costs £583,414

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £157,850

Total Build Costs £3,898,264

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £255,000

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £255,000

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £4,153,264

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £31,614

Legal Fees £23,711

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £599,604

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £654,928

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £1,560,000

Affordable Housing Profit £110,400

Total Operating Profit £1,670,400

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £3,161,408

RLV (£ per Ha) £6,322,816

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £2,461,408

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £858

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £809

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £784

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £906

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 100 1 & 2-bed flats; 2,3 & 4-bed houses

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 7,385

SITE SIZE (HA) 2.00

VALUE / AREA LOW

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £2,102,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £9,997,000

Total Value of Scheme £12,099,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £7,649,760

Fees, Contingencies Costs £1,413,676

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £382,488

Total Build Costs £9,445,924

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £341,910

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £341,910

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £9,787,834

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees -

Legal Fees -

Stamp Duty -

Total Interest Paid -

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £0

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £1,999,400

Affordable Housing Profit £126,120

Total Operating Profit £2,125,520

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£485,604

RLV (£ per Ha) -£242,802

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £2,800,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£3,285,604

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£445

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£521

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£559

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% -£369

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 100 1 & 2-bed flats; 2,3 & 4-bed houses

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 7,385

SITE SIZE (HA) 2.00

VALUE / AREA LOW MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £2,627,500

Open Market Housing Revenue £12,496,250

Total Value of Scheme £15,123,750

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £7,649,760

Fees, Contingencies Costs £1,413,676

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £382,488

Total Build Costs £9,445,924

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £416,888

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £416,888

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £9,862,811

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £15,711

Legal Fees £11,783

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £1,005,427

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £1,032,921

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £2,499,250

Affordable Housing Profit £157,650

Total Operating Profit £2,656,900

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,571,118

RLV (£ per Ha) £785,559

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £2,800,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£1,228,882

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£166

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£242

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£280

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% -£91

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 100 1 & 2-bed flats; 2,3 & 4-bed houses

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 7,385

SITE SIZE (HA) 2.00

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £3,153,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £14,995,500

Total Value of Scheme £18,148,500

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £7,649,760

Fees, Contingencies Costs £1,413,676

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £382,488

Total Build Costs £9,445,924

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £491,865

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £491,865

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £9,937,789

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £36,278

Legal Fees £27,209

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £1,331,105

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £1,394,593

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £2,999,100

Affordable Housing Profit £189,180

Total Operating Profit £3,188,280

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £3,627,839

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,813,919

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £2,800,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £827,839

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £112

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £36

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£2

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £188

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 100 1 & 2-bed flats; 2,3 & 4-bed houses

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 7,385

SITE SIZE (HA) 2.00

VALUE / AREA MEDIUM HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £3,678,500

Open Market Housing Revenue £17,494,750

Total Value of Scheme £21,173,250

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £7,649,760

Fees, Contingencies Costs £1,413,676

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £382,488

Total Build Costs £9,445,924

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £566,843

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £566,843

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £10,012,766

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £56,846

Legal Fees £42,634

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £1,656,784

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £1,756,264

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £3,498,950

Affordable Housing Profit £220,710

Total Operating Profit £3,719,660

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £5,684,560

RLV (£ per Ha) £2,842,280

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £2,800,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £2,884,560

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £391

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £315

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £277

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £466

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Residential

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION 100 1 & 2-bed flats; 2,3 & 4-bed houses

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 7,385

SITE SIZE (HA) 2.00

VALUE / AREA HIGH

REVENUE

Affordable Housing Revenue £4,204,000

Open Market Housing Revenue £19,994,000

Total Value of Scheme £24,198,000

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING, MARKETING & S106 COSTS

Build Costs £7,649,760

Fees, Contingencies Costs £1,413,676

Other Costs (CfSH / Lifetime Homes etc) £382,488

Total Build Costs £9,445,924

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs £641,820

Total s106 & Marketing Costs £641,820

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £10,087,744

FINANCE & ACQUISITION COSTS

Arrangement Fee / Misc Fees (Surveyors etc) £0

Agents Fees £77,413

Legal Fees £58,060

Stamp Duty £0

Total Interest Paid £1,982,463

Total Finance & Acquisition Costs £2,117,935

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT

Open Market Housing Profit £3,998,800

Affordable Housing Profit £252,240

Total Operating Profit £4,251,040

RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £7,741,281

RLV (£ per Ha) £3,870,641

Competing Use Value (EUV / AUV) £ per Ha £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £2,800,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £4,941,281

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £669

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £593

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £555

EUV / AUV Uplift -20% £745

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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1 Unit Housing Scheme

Low
Low 

Medium
Medium

Medium 

High
High

£1,166,667 -20% -£470 -£141 £187 £516 £844

£1,400,000 0% -£537 -£208 £120 £448 £777

£1,680,000 20% -£604 -£276 £53 £381 £710

£1,820,000 30% -£638 -£309 £19 £348 £676

15 Unit Housing Scheme

Low
Low 

Medium
Medium

Medium 

High
High

£1,166,667 -20% -£243 £61 £364 £667 £971

£1,400,000 0% -£310 -£6 £297 £600 £903

£1,680,000 20% -£377 -£74 £230 £533 £836

£1,820,000 30% -£411 -£107 £196 £499 £803

50 Unit Flattted Scheme

Low
Low 

Medium
Medium

Medium 

High
High

£1,166,667 -20% -£282 £15 £312 £609 £906

£1,400,000 0% -£331 -£34 £263 £561 £858

£1,680,000 20% -£379 -£82 £215 £512 £809

£1,820,000 30% -£404 -£107 £190 £487 £784

100 Unit Mixed Scheme

Low
Low 

Medium
Medium

Medium 

High
High

£1,166,667 -20% -£369 -£91 £188 £466 £745

£1,400,000 0% -£445 -£166 £112 £391 £669

£1,680,000 20% -£521 -£242 £36 £315 £593

£1,820,000 30% -£559 -£280 -£2 £277 £555

Value Level £/m²

EUV / AUV % Uplift

EUV / AUV % Uplift

Value Level £/m²

EUV / AUV % Uplift

Value Level £/m²

EUV / AUV

Value Level £/m²

% Uplift

Portsmouth CC - CIL Viability Study Residential  Results Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION A1  Out of Town Retail Warehouse

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.29

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £160

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £160,000

Total Value of Scheme £2,000,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £685,000

Professional Fees £68,500

Contingencies £34,250

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £13,700

Total Build Costs £801,450

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £17,600

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £15,156

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £32,756

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £834,206

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £400,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £7,658

Legal Fees £5,743

Finance £43,076

Stamp Duty (% of value) £28,373

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £84,850

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £680,944

RLV (£ per Ha) £2,383,305

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £400,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £280,944

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £281

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £201

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £161

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£176

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION A1  Out of Town Retail Warehouse

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.29

VALUE / AREA MY / MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £180

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £180,000

Total Value of Scheme £2,400,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £685,000

Professional Fees £68,500

Contingencies £34,250

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £13,700

Total Build Costs £801,450

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £19,800

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £15,156

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £34,956

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £836,406

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £480,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £10,836

Legal Fees £8,127

Finance £60,952

Stamp Duty (% of value) £40,147

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £120,062

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £963,532

RLV (£ per Ha) £3,372,362

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £400,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £563,532

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £564

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £484

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £444

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 £106

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION A1  Out of Town Retail Warehouse

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 1,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.29

VALUE / AREA LY / HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £200

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £200,000

Total Value of Scheme £2,857,143

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £685,000

Professional Fees £68,500

Contingencies £34,250

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £13,700

Total Build Costs £801,450

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £22,000

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £15,156

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £37,156

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £838,606

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £571,429

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £14,471

Legal Fees £10,853

Finance £81,400

Stamp Duty (% of value) £53,615

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £160,340

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,286,769

RLV (£ per Ha) £4,503,692

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £400,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £886,769

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £887

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £807

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £767

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 £430

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION A1-A5 Retail (Convenience Store)

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 300

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.04

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £120

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £36,000

Total Value of Scheme £450,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £252,000

Professional Fees £25,200

Contingencies £12,600

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £5,040

Total Build Costs £294,840

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £3,960

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £3,252

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £7,212

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £302,052

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £90,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £579

Legal Fees £435

Finance £2,354

Stamp Duty (% of value) £2,183

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £5,551

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £52,396

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,397,233

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £52,500

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£104

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £0

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£35

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£53

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£200

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION A1-A5 Retail (Convenience Store)

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 300

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.04

VALUE / AREA MY / MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £140

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £42,000

Total Value of Scheme £560,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £252,000

Professional Fees £25,200

Contingencies £12,600

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £5,040

Total Build Costs £294,840

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £4,620

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £3,252

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £7,872

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £302,712

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £112,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £1,453

Legal Fees £1,090

Finance £5,902

Stamp Duty (% of value) £5,474

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £13,919

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £131,369

RLV (£ per Ha) £3,503,175

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £52,500

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £78,869

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £263

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £228

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £210

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 £63

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION A1-A5 Retail (Convenience Store)

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 300

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.04

VALUE / AREA LY / HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £160

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £48,000

Total Value of Scheme £685,714

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £252,000

Professional Fees £25,200

Contingencies £12,600

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £5,040

Total Build Costs £294,840

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £5,280

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £3,252

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £8,532

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £303,372

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £137,143

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £2,452

Legal Fees £1,839

Finance £9,961

Stamp Duty (% of value) £9,238

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £23,490

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £221,709

RLV (£ per Ha) £5,912,240

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £52,500

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £169,209

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £564

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £529

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £512

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 £364

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1, B2, B8 Industrial Warehouse

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.75

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £65

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £195,000

Total Value of Scheme £2,437,500

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £1,770,000

Professional Fees £177,000

Contingencies £88,500

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £35,400

Total Build Costs £2,070,900

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £21,450

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £42,425

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £63,875

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £2,134,775

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £487,500

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£184,775

RLV (£ per Ha) -£246,366

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £1,050,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£1,234,775

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£412

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£482

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£517

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£812

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1, B2, B8 Industrial Warehouse

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.75

VALUE / AREA MY / MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £75

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £225,000

Total Value of Scheme £3,000,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £1,770,000

Professional Fees £177,000

Contingencies £88,500

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £35,400

Total Build Costs £2,070,900

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £24,750

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £42,425

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £67,175

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £2,138,075

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £600,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £2,619

Legal Fees £1,964

Finance £15,552

Stamp Duty (% of value) £9,672

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £29,807

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £232,118

RLV (£ per Ha) £309,491

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £1,050,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£817,882

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£273

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£343

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£378

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£673

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1, B2, B8 Industrial Warehouse

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.75

VALUE / AREA LY / HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £85

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £255,000

Total Value of Scheme £3,642,857

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £1,770,000

Professional Fees £177,000

Contingencies £88,500

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £35,400

Total Build Costs £2,070,900

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £28,050

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £42,425

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £70,475

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £2,141,375

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £728,571

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £7,729

Legal Fees £5,797

Finance £45,892

Stamp Duty (% of value) £28,540

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £87,957

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £684,954

RLV (£ per Ha) £913,272

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £1,050,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£365,046

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£122

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£192

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£227

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£522

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1 Offices Out of Town

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £100

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £200,000

Total Value of Scheme £2,500,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £2,887,500

Professional Fees £288,750

Contingencies £144,375

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £57,750

Total Build Costs £3,378,375

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £22,000

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £106,477

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £128,477

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £3,506,852

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £500,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£1,506,852

RLV (£ per Ha) -£3,013,703

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£2,206,852

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£1,103

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£1,173

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£1,208

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£1,503

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1 Offices Out of Town

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA MY / MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £130

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £260,000

Total Value of Scheme £3,466,667

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £2,887,500

Professional Fees £288,750

Contingencies £144,375

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £57,750

Total Build Costs £3,378,375

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £28,600

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £106,477

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £135,077

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £3,513,452

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £693,333

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£740,118

RLV (£ per Ha) -£1,480,236

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£1,440,118

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£720

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£790

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£825

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£1,120

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1 Offices Out of Town

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 2,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA LY / HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £160

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £320,000

Total Value of Scheme £4,571,429

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £2,887,500

Professional Fees £288,750

Contingencies £144,375

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £57,750

Total Build Costs £3,378,375

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £35,200

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £106,477

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £141,677

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £3,520,052

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £914,286

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £1,371

Legal Fees £1,028

Finance £11,139

Stamp Duty (% of value) £4,942

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £18,480

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £118,611

RLV (£ per Ha) £237,223

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£581,389

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£291

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£361

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£396

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£691

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1 Offices Town Centre

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 300

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.01

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £100

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £30,000

Total Value of Scheme £375,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £459,000

Professional Fees £45,900

Contingencies £22,950

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £9,180

Total Build Costs £537,030

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £3,300

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £10,155

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £13,455

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £550,485

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £75,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£250,485

RLV (£ per Ha) -£33,398,050

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £10,500

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£260,985

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£870

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£877

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£880

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£910

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1 Offices Town Centre

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 300

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.01

VALUE / AREA MY / MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £130

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £39,000

Total Value of Scheme £520,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £459,000

Professional Fees £45,900

Contingencies £22,950

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £9,180

Total Build Costs £537,030

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £4,290

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £10,155

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £14,445

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £551,475

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £104,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£135,475

RLV (£ per Ha) -£18,063,383

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £10,500

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£145,975

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£487

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£494

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£497

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£527

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION B1 Offices Town Centre

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 300

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.01

VALUE / AREA LY / HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £160

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £48,000

Total Value of Scheme £685,714

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £459,000

Professional Fees £45,900

Contingencies £22,950

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £9,180

Total Build Costs £537,030

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £5,280

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £10,155

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £15,435

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £552,465

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £137,143

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£3,894

RLV (£ per Ha) -£519,193

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £10,500

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£14,394

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£48

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£55

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£58

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£88

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION C1 Hotels

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £180

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £540,000

Total Value of Scheme £6,750,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £4,706,250

Professional Fees £470,625

Contingencies £235,313

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £94,125

Total Build Costs £5,506,313

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £59,400

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £173,543

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £232,943

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £5,739,255

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £1,350,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£339,255

RLV (£ per Ha) -£678,511

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£1,039,255

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£346

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£393

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£416

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£613

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary



D|S|P Housing and Development Consultants

DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION C1 Hotels

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA MY MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £200

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £600,000

Total Value of Scheme £8,000,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £4,706,250

Professional Fees £470,625

Contingencies £235,313

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £94,125

Total Build Costs £5,506,313

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £66,000

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £173,543

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £239,543

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £5,745,855

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £1,600,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £6,541

Legal Fees £4,906

Finance £53,149

Stamp Duty (% of value) £23,582

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £88,179

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £565,966

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,131,932

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£134,034

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£45

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£91

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£115

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£311

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION C1 Hotels

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA LY HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £220

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £660,000

Total Value of Scheme £9,428,571

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £4,706,250

Professional Fees £470,625

Contingencies £235,313

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £94,125

Total Build Costs £5,506,313

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £72,600

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £173,543

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £246,143

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £5,752,455

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £1,885,714

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £17,904

Legal Fees £13,428

Finance £145,470

Stamp Duty (% of value) £64,544

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £241,346

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £1,549,056

RLV (£ per Ha) £3,098,111

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £849,056

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £283

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% £236

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% £213

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 £16

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION C2 Residential Institution (Nursing Home)

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA HY / LR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £160

Yield (%) 8%

Annual Rental Income (£) £480,000

Total Value of Scheme £6,000,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £4,796,250

Professional Fees £479,625

Contingencies £239,813

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £95,925

Total Build Costs £5,611,613

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £52,800

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £282,979

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £335,779

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £5,947,391

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £1,200,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£1,147,391

RLV (£ per Ha) -£2,294,783

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£1,847,391

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£616

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£662

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£686

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£882

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION C2 Residential Institution (Nursing Home)

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA MR / MR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £180

Yield (%) 7.5%

Annual Rental Income (£) £540,000

Total Value of Scheme £7,200,000

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £4,796,250

Professional Fees £479,625

Contingencies £239,813

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £95,925

Total Build Costs £5,611,613

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £59,400

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £282,979

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £342,379

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £5,953,991

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £1,440,000

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £0

Legal Fees £0

Finance £0

Stamp Duty (% of value) £0

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £0

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE -£193,991

RLV (£ per Ha) -£387,983

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) -£893,991

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) -£298

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£345

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£368

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£565

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary
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DEVELOPMENT TYPE Commercial

DEVELOPMENT DESCRIPTION C2 Residential Institution (Nursing Home)

DEVELOPMENT SIZE (TOTAL m²) - GIA 3,000

SITE SIZE (HA) 0.50

VALUE / AREA LY / HR

REVENUE

Rental Value (£ per sq m) £200

Yield (%) 7%

Annual Rental Income (£) £600,000

Total Value of Scheme £8,571,429

DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Build Costs £4,796,250

Professional Fees £479,625

Contingencies £239,813

Planning / Building Regs etc / insurances £95,925

Total Build Costs £5,611,613

Section 106 Costs £0

Marketing Costs (Promotion, sales, lettings fees) £66,000

Finance Costs (build finance / arrangement fees etc) £282,979

Total s106, Marketing & Finance Costs £348,979

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS £5,960,591

DEVELOPER'S RETURN FOR RISK AND PROFIT £1,714,286

LAND FINANCE & ACQUISITON COSTS

Agents Fees £8,966

Legal Fees £6,724

Finance £106,466

Stamp Duty (% of value) £30,976

Total Land Finance / Acquisition Costs £153,131

NET RESIDUAL LAND VALUE £743,421

RLV (£ per Ha) £1,486,841

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £1,400,000

EUV / AUV - £Total £700,000

Potential for CIL Payment (RLV (£/Ha) minus EUV / AUV £/Ha) £43,421

Potential for CIL Payment (£/m²) £14

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS POTENTIAL CIL RATE (£/m²)

EUV / AUV Uplift 20% -£32

EUV / AUV Uplift 30% -£56

EUV / AUV (£ per Ha) £3,000,000 -£252

Portsmouth City Council - Community Infrastructure Levy Economic Viability Appraisal Summary

Portsmouth City Council - CIL Viability Appraisal Summary
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A1 Retail Out of Town Warehouse A1-A5 Retail (Convenience Store)
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6.0% £755 £990 £1,226 6.0% £361 £600 £840

6.5% £609 £826 £1,043 6.5% £250 £471 £691

7.0% £484 £685 £887 7.0% £155 £359 £564

7.5% £376 £564 £751 7.5% £72 £263 £454

8.0% £281 £457 £633 8.0% £0 £179 £357
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7.5% £296 £484 £671 7.5% £37 £228 £419
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Value Level £/m²

6.0% £635 £870 £1,106 6.0% £309 £548 £787

6.5% £489 £706 £923 6.5% £198 £418 £639

7.0% £364 £565 £767 7.0% £102 £307 £512

7.5% £256 £444 £631 7.5% £19 £210 £401

8.0% £161 £337 £513 8.0% -£53 £126 £305
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6.0% £298 £533 £768 6.0% £161 £400 £640

6.5% £152 £369 £586 6.5% £50 £271 £491

7.0% £27 £228 £430 7.0% -£45 £159 £364

7.5% -£81 £106 £294 7.5% -£128 £63 £254

8.0% -£176 -£315 £176 8.0% -£200 -£21 £157
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B1 Office Town Centre B1 Office Out of Town
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B1, B2 , B8 Industrial Warehouse C1 Hotels
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C2 Residential Institution - Nursing Home
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Portsmouth City Council CIL Viability Study Report – March 2011  

Market and values information 

Recent housing market reporting  

Land Registry house price Index December 2010 

‘Annual house price growth continues to decline, with a movement of 1.5 per cent in 

December.’ 

 England & Wales: Monthly change -0.2%; Annual change 1.5% 

 South East: Monthly change 0%; Annual change 2.7% 

 Portsmouth: Monthly change; Annual change -0.9% 

Land Registry house price Index January 2011 

‘Negative annual change despite monthly increase of 0.2 per cent.’ 

 England & Wales: Monthly change 0.2%; Annual change -0.9% 

 South East: Monthly change 0.5%; Annual change -0.1% 

 Portsmouth: Monthly change -0.9%; Annual change -1.4% 

Land Registry house price Index February 2011 (very latest) 

‘Negative movement in both annual and monthly house price change.’ 

 England & Wales: Monthly change -0.8%; Annual change -1.7% 

 South East: Monthly change -0.8%; Annual change -1.9% 

 Portsmouth: Monthly change 0.5%; Annual change -1.2% 

(Portsmouth saw improved figures relative to both the South East and England & Wales 

pictures last month, but this is not sufficient to be considered significant or a trend - only 

time will tell how any particular trends develop).  

RICS Housing Market Survey UK – January 2011 

The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors released its most recent monthly survey under 

the headline: ‘Sales levels remain weak with fresh stock in short supply.’ 

The survey is based on views sought from a wide range of surveyors involved in residential 

agency, and went on to say: 

‘The January .....Survey shows that more surveyors are continuing to report prices falling 

rather than rising. However, the headline net price balance has now improved for three 

months in succession .....and stands at its best level since July last year. Significantly, the 
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non-seasonally adjusted breakdown indicates that a majority of respondents actually 

reported that prices were unchanged between December and January. Moreover, of those 

that did signal a shift in prices the vast majority suggested that the drop was very modest (0 

to 2%). 

Most activity indicators (including new buyer enquiries and new instructions) were negative 

once again albeit a little less so than in the final month of last year. Meanwhile, newly 

agreed sales continued to drop at a broadly similar pace to that seen over the past few 

months. 

This weakness in activity net balances is also being reflected in actual transactions levels. In 

the three months to January, average sales per surveyor slipped back to 14.6. This compares 

with a reading of 15.2 in December and is actually the lowest figure since June 2009. 

Stocks.....also slipped back during the month with the result that the sales to stock ratio was 

broadly unchanged at 21.3%.  

Notwithstanding the disappointing level of activity, surveyors remain cautiously  optimistic 

with ...sales expectations...edging up. Meanwhile price expectations remained negative, but 

less so than last month.’ 

 Within the examples of market commentary by surveyors, there was a comment sourced 

from D.M. Nesbit & Co in Portsmouth: ‘There is only a slow recovery after the atrocious 

December weather. Finance for home buyers must become a national priority and stimulus 

for the market is required in the budget. However, the cut backs have yet to be felt and the 

immediate future has so many uncertainties. It looks like a hard year ahead.’ 

Wider quotes, from the wider Hampshire offices of agency firms, included: 

Rutland Chartered Surveyors: ‘The market has returned from the Christmas break in subdued 

mood but not as bad as we feared. There are a low but steady number of instructions at 

prices often lower than last year and with agreed sales prices well below asking prices. Deals 

are taking longer to get through especially where a mortgage is involved. Additional hurdles 

are often introduced late in the mortgage deal. Most people are sat on their hands.’ 

Carter Jonas: ‘A “stand off” is developing as proceedable buyers wait to see if any better 

properties come on to the market before they commit themselves to purchase. There will 

always be an exception and very good properties are still selling well. The fear of interest 

rate increases could stimulate purchasers to buy now rather than defer a decision which 

could change the “stand off” position.’  

Rightmove House Price Index – January 2011 

Asking prices up 0.3% in the month; up 0.4% in the past year (nationally). 

Rightmove House Price Index – February 2011 
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Asking prices up 3.1% in the month; up 0.3% in the past year (nationally). 

South East: Asking prices up 5.2% in the month; up 1.8% in the last year. 

‘With lenders stating that they expect mortgage lending to remain static at around 2010 levels 
throughout 2011, and new seller numbers practically unchanged year-on-year what might have been 
seen as a passing phase of low transaction levels in the housing market now looks set to be the norm 
for the foreseeable future……...‘ 

‘The current subdued market volumes are set to be the new norm unless the seemingly never 
ending discussions between Government and mortgage lenders find some way of increasing 
‘Mr Average’s’ access to lower deposit mortgages without pricing them out of the 
market……’  

‘Sellers in this former mass market group are forced to play a waiting game for the more 
scarce ready, willing and able buyers that have the cash or necessary creditworthiness to 
proceed. Unwilling or unable to drop their asking prices to bargain basement levels, this 
helps explain why new sellers’ average asking prices remain broadly static year-on-year and 
are still following traditional seasonal ups and downs. Rises in interest rates, unemployment 
and more forced sales in the second half of the year could alter the landscape.’  

Further key points from this Index (national picture) included: 

 ‘This month’s new sellers mimic last year’s February hike by increasing their asking 
prices by 3.1% to an average of £230,030, leaving year-on-year prices virtually the 
same too (+0.3%)’ 

 ‘In a three-tier market, lenders court ‘bargain-hunting bottom-feeders’ and the ‘low-
loan to value elite’ but shun the ‘average buyer’ of the traditional volume end of the 
market’ 

 ‘Rightmove measured 1.3m properties marketed in 2010 - against only 530,000 
mortgages’ 

 ‘A few ‘elite’ markets moving, with new seller numbers in London up by 21% on 
previous year, but downsides to current market mean nationally average prices and 
volumes remain flat’ 

 ‘2011 set to be the same…….’  

Council of Mortgage Lenders (‘CML’) 

Gross mortgage lending in February was an estimated £9.5 billion, according to new data 

published by the Council of Mortgage Lenders. This is almost identical to January’s gross 

lending figure of £9.475 billion and marginally (less than 1%) higher than the £9.419 billion 

in February 2010. 
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Although lending remains weak overall, stronger remortgage activity has continued into the 

early months of 2011. While there has been a seasonal pick-up in house purchase demand 

over recent weeks, this appears to be weaker than a year ago despite the fact that there was 

a lull at the start of 2010 following the expiry of the (earlier) stamp duty concession at the 

close of 2009. 

Commenting on today’s gross lending figure, CML chief economist Bob Pannell said: 

"There is little in the latest batch of market data that would cause us to revise our market 

forecasts for 2011, and nothing that alters our underlying view that this is going to be a 

challenging year for households and the housing market. 

"The housing market remains stuck in a rut and, while we do not anticipate much relief in 

next week’s Budget, it does present an opportunity for the chancellor to address the reform 

of stamp duty. What we have instead is the introduction of a new 5% band. That is an 

irrelevance for the majority of home-buyers but another indication of the haphazard and 

arbitrary nature of this tax, where reform is long overdue." 

Source: Council of Mortgage Lenders Web-site 18 March 2011. 

The CML also offers the following market commentary. As at 18th March it provides the 

following overview: 

 ‘Stronger remortgage activity has helped to underpin lending activity in recent months, but 

even so the overall value of gross mortgage lending is almost at its weakest for a decade. 

Mortgage lending data risks exaggerating the weakness in housing purchase activity, 

because cash-financed sales have held pretty steady over the past year. After several months 

of softness, house prices have shown greater signs of stability. 

Looming fiscal changes will add to the pressure on household finances, while the prospect of 

modest base rate increases, perhaps starting as early as May, suggests residential property 

transactions for the year may disappoint. 

The CML market reporting also goes on to add: 

‘It is always difficult to get a good handle on what is happening in the housing market in the 

early months of the year. And this year it is harder than usual. 

The period of hibernation for the market during January and February places a heavy 

reliance on seasonally adjusted figures, and so on a larger than normal element of 

judgement, to gauge underlying trends.  

With respect to house prices, the picture seems to be clear. Following a slowdown since last 

spring, most indicators, including Halifax and Nationwide measures, point to a more-or-less 

stable picture in recent months. 
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Admittedly, the latest RICS survey still shows a significant net balance of surveyors reporting 

price falls rather than increases, but the underlying position is less negative than recent 

months. Most respondents recording price falls did so in the 0-2% range and more than half 

of all surveyors reported unchanged prices. This is consistent with sales prices broadly 

stagnating or drifting very gently downwards over recent months.’ 

Source: Council of Mortgage Lenders Web-site 18 March 2011 

 

Interest Rate Climate (also relevant to commercial development) 

For a long period in the run up to this study and during its course, the Bank of England base 

rate has been held at 0.5%. It has been at that level since March 2009, when it was reduced 

from 1%. In our experience however, funds for property development and purchase of all 

types remain heavily constrained and are often on unattractive terms to those individuals 

and organisations that do not have extensive track records or a particular standing.   

It is also worth noting that current inflationary pressures Inflation running significantly 

ahead of Government prior projections) are resulting in a lot of speculation that the Bank of 

England may raise the base rate in 2011.  

In the meantime, in our strategic study work we have continued to assume a 7.5% interest 

rate applied to land and development costs, taking an overview bearing in mind the level of 

uncertainty and reflective of the more likely nature of overall terms.  
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New build property for sale in Portsmouth - early 2011 (web-based research) 

There was a relatively small range of new build property available at the time of refreshing 

research for this study, with the examples found as follows: 

Property Type Size / other 
details (where 
known) 

Address Marketing 
Price (£) 

Developer / Agent / 
Comments 

2 bed apts (Homes here 
also available via 
shared equity 
scheme) 

Dovercourt Road, 
Cosham, PO6 

135,000 – 
142,000 

Taylor Wimpey/ Affinity 
Sutton. 

3 bed townhouse  Dovercourt Road, 
Cosham, PO6 

From 204,995 Taylor Wimpey / Pearsons / 
Countrywide Land & New 
Homes. 

4 bed townhouses  Dovercourt Road, 
Cosham, PO6 

From £224,995 Taylor Wimpey (& as above) 

2 bed bungalow  Fratton Road, 
Portsmouth 

137,500 Fox & Sons 

2 bed apts  Fratton Road, 
Portsmouth 

129,995 Fox & Sons 

1 bed apts  Fratton Road, 
Portsmouth 

99,995 Fox & Sons 

1 bed apts  Peronne Road, 
Hilsea, PO3 

From 115,995 Taylor Wimpey  

2 bed apts  Peronne Road, 
Hilsea, PO3 

From 125,995 Taylor Wimpey 

Penthouse 4,600 sq ft  
(427 sq m). 
 A “one-off”. 
(Indicates 
approx. 
£9,300/sq m). 

No 1 Gunwharf 
Quays 

4,000,000 Berkeley.  
 

2 bed apts  Gunwharf Quays From 525,000 
and 590,000 

Berkeley. 

2 bed apts  Gunwharf Quays From 395,000 Berkeley. 

4 bed house  Cambers Edge, 
Broad Street, Old 
Portsmouth, PO1 

From 549,000 -
559,950 

Charles Church 

2 bed apts  Mariners Court, 
Cambers Edge, 
Broad Street, PO1 

Various types -
From 249,950 to 
£310,000 

Charles Church 

3 bed house Joined to a 
Victorian 
terrace, in same 
style 

Victor Road, 
Copnor, PO3 

£184,995 Mitchell & Perryer 

3 bed end of 
terrace house 

In a scheme of 5 Drayton, PO6 295,000 Town & Country 

4 bed detached 
bungalow (x2) 

 42/42a Solent 
Road, Drayton, 

Prices not 
released 

Town & Country Southern 
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PO6 

3 bed 
apts/penthouse 

200 sq m  
(2,150 sq ft) 
each, in block of 
5. 4 non 
penthouses 
indicate approx. 
£3,875 – 4,500 / 
sq m. 

Lake House, 
Southsea, PO4 

Priced at 550,000 
and from 
775,000 - 
900,000 

Fine & Country.  

1 bed apt  Vista, Goldsmith 
Ave, Portsmouth, 
PO4 

135,000 Linden Homes / Morris 
Dibben 

2 bed apt  Vista, Goldsmith 
Ave, Portsmouth, 
PO4 

140,000 – 
165,000 

Linden Homes / Morris 
Dibben / Braeburn 

2 bed apts Apparent 
refurbished / 
converted 
building. 

High Street, 
Cosham 

124,950 Available on 80% shared 
equity. Fox & Sons.  

1 bed apts Apparent 
refurbished / 
converted 
building. 

High Street, 
Cosham 

104,950  Available on 80% shared 
equity. Fox & Sons.  

1 bed apts Available on 
variable shared 
ownership 
terms. 

Cumberland 
Gate, Southsea 

123,000 Fox & Sons / Morris Dibben.  

3 bed house Single dwelling 
on what appears 
to be a side 
garden plot in LA 
/ ex-LA housing 
location.   

Westbury Grove, 
Paulsgrove 

175,000 Chapplins.  
(On ‘findanewhome.com’) 

4 bed detached 
house 

Recently built Drayton 500,000 Town & Country Southern 

4 bed house Link detached Ashby Place, 
Southsea 

Offers in region 
of £319,995 

Fry & Kent 

 

Source: Rightmove.  

(Also reviewed ‘smartnewhomes.com’, newhomesforsale.co.uk’, ‘findanewhome.com’, ‘zoopla.co.uk’ which 

revealed no additional properties). 

 

More on Residential Values Trends  

Given little movement overall in prices over the intervening period, we considered the same 

tone of typical values as was applied in the Council’s Affordable Housing Economic Viability 

Study (AHEVS) Update 2010 to be appropriate as a basis for exploring CIL scope at this 
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strategic level – broad test of viability. As with the AHEVS, this is with the aim of considering 

a typical range of values not just in recent / current market conditions, but also with 

potential future more active / buoyant market conditions in mind as a possible direction. It 

is possible that in isolated instances higher (and lower) values than those shown below 

would be seen in the City, but our emphasis should be on the values range most likely to be 

seen.  

A latest look at Land Registry information indicates the following house price trends locally 

since the completion of the AHEVS Update work.  

 

Source: Land Registry House Prices Index 

For the purposes of setting the current values overview in context, it is also beneficial to 
consider the main market trends looking over a longer period so that we can see how the 

values movements experienced over and since the recent recessionary period compare with 
the pre-peak and 2007/08 peak levels (as expressed by the Land Registry House Price Index).  
Here we will look briefly at trends since early 2005, purely to provide some wider context as 
the City Council’s first housing viability study work was completed in December 2005 for 
affordable housing policy purposes. We see the following (source: Land Registry House Price 
Index): 

 January 2005 – Land Registry House Price Index stood at 258.3 (average price 
of £144,689, up by 9.2% on the year previous and following a period of very 
steady house prices (prices rising at less than 0.5% per month, compared to 
around 1% per month typically earlier in 2004). 

 
 October 2005 (research for the Council’s 2005 AHEVS) - average house price 

stood at £144,751 for Portsmouth with sales volumes at 324 and an index of 
258.1 – representing very little change from early 2005. 
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 House price rises picked up pace in late 2006 and continued their rising trend 
until February 2008 reaching a peak average value of about £162,000 and an 
index of 288.6 (having been at a similar level since around November 2007 – 
index 287.8). The lag between sales volumes and prices is evident through 
the fact that sales volumes peaked some 7 months earlier in July 2007 at 
around 613/month. This represents a rise of around 12% since October 2005 
(and a very similar % increase since January 2005). 

 

 From this point (around February 2008) values declined at a steep and 

reasonably constant rate so that by April 2009 a significant fall in the average 
value was seen, to a recent low point – trough – of about £128,000 (a fall of 
21% from peak to trough). At April 2009 the index stood at 228.3 for 
Portsmouth. 

 

 Sales volumes reached the bottom of the trough in January 2009 with just 93 
sales / month, having run at around 300 – 400/month typically over the 
period April 2006 to May 2006; and generally at around 400 – 500/month 
through to about November 2007.  

 

 Generally, sales volumes have picked up steadily from the sub 100/month 
low point early in 2009. At March 2010 (prior to the Council’s AHEVS update), 
the average price in Portsmouth had reached £145,249 (at a very similar level 
to values seen in October 2005, with sale volumes also at a similar level to 
their late 2005 levels (approx 360/month at December 2009). In January 
2010, sales volumes were seen to drop off very significantly – back to a low 
point of fewer than 100 – but recovered to around 150 the following month 
(noting that Christmas period sales are typically relatively low in any event). 
Since March 2010, monthly sales volumes (to latest available data – 
December 2010) have been fluctuating around the 170 to 250/month level; 

i.e. at about half (50%) of their 2006/07 pre-peak levels. At December 2010 
the monthly sales volume figure for Portsmouth was 249.  

 In terms of the Land Registry house prices index (sourced from that), we have 
seen the following over the last year or so: 

 January 2010 – Index 254.6 
 May 2010 – Index 259.1 
 July 2010 – Index 260.3 (recent high point, relative to April 2009 

bottom of “trough”) 
 September 2010 – Index 257.1 
 November 2010 – Index 253.9 

 December 2010 – Index253.2 
 January 2011 – Index 252.1 
 February 2011 – Index 253.3 – i.e. at a very similar level to the January 

to October 2005 points considered above (suggesting a very recent 
very steady house price decline overall since July 2010; but potentially 
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indicating a period of relatively stable prices compared with prior 
market turbulence. 
 

 The above indicates that by July 2010, prices had recovered about half of 
their peak to trough fall, getting back to 2005/2006 levels at about 10% 
below the early 2008 peak. From last summer to latest available data, prices 
appear to have fallen back by about 2.5%, to around 12% beneath their (Feb 
2008) peak levels but around 10-11% above the 2009 trough levels.  

It must be kept in mind that these trends are indicative of the overall (i.e. resale dominated) 

residential market in Portsmouth, and that (as with the AHEVS work) this CIL Viability study 

is about what levels of planning obligations will be supported by scheme viability as driven 

by new build development values. 

This review of local market trends, however, reinforced our view as to the appropriate 

range and level of values for use within appraisals – associated with the Council’s previous 

study research work and information. Section 3.8 of the City Council’s Strategic Housing 

Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA – November 2010 update) also contains some high 

level market commentary. 

Overall, for the purposes of this strategic overview, we decided to focus our appraisals 

around the values range represented by Value Points 1 to 4/5 within the AHEVS, which were 

as follows: 

  Values Range  

Value Point 1-Bed Flats 2-Bed Flats 2-Bed Houses 3-Bed Houses 4-Bed Houses £ / sq m guide 

1 £100,000 £134,000 £150,000 £170,000 £200,000 £2,000 

2 £125,000 £167,500 £187,500 £212,500 £250,000 £2,500 

3 £150,000 £201,000 £225,000 £255,000 £300,000 £3,000 

4 £175,000 £234,500 £262,500 £297,500 £350,000 £3,500 

5 £200,000 £268,000 £300,000 £340,000 £400,000 £4,000 

Source: Portsmouth City Council Affordable Housing Economic Viability Study – Adams Integra – May 2010  

 

This produced the following range of values levels, carried forward into the modeling for the 

CIL Viability Study and confirmed in the main report text. In each case the £ per square 

metre (sq m) and £ per square foot (sq ft – bracketed figures) revenue level guides are the 

key pieces of information, since in practice dwelling sizes will vary quite considerably (we 

selected particular dwelling sizes owing to the need to fix those to run appraisals, but only 

for the purposes of this study).  
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Revenue – Residential 
Values Range - 
£ per sq m  
(approx. £ per sq ft) - 
guides 

Low 
Low / 

Medium 
Medium 

Medium / 
High 

High 

1-bed flat 
£2,000 
(£186)  

£2,500 
(£232) 

£3,000 
(£279) 

£3,500 
(£325) 

£4,000 
(£372) 

2-bed flat 
£2,000 
(£186) 

£2,500 
(£232) 

£3,000 
(£279) 

£3,500 
(£325) 

£4,000 
(£372) 

2-bed house 
£1,900 
(£177) 

£2,375 
(£221) 

£2,850 
(£265) 

£3,325 
(£309) 

£3,800 
(£353) 

3-bed house 
£1,900 
(£177) 

£2,375 
(£221) 

£2,850 
(£265) 

£3,325 
(£309) 

£3,800 
(£353) 

4-bed house 
£1,800 
(£167) 

£2,250 
(£209) 

£2,700 
(£251) 

£3,150 
(£293) 

£3,600 
(£334) 

 Revenue (£) -Example 
Market Value based 
on assumed dwelling 

sizes applied Low 
Low / 

Medium Medium 
Medium / 

High High 

1-bed flat 
(example @  

45 sq m / 484 sq ft) 
£90,000 £112,500 £135,000 £157,500 £180,000 

2-bed flat 
(example @  

60 sq m / 646 sq ft) 
£120,000 £150,000 £180,000 £210,000 £240,000 

2-bed house 
(example @  

75 sq m / 807 sq ft) 
£142,500 £178,125 £213,750 £249,375 £285,000 

3-bed house 
(example @  

95 sq m / 1023 sq ft) 
£180,500 £225,625 £270,750 £315,875 £361,000 

4-bed house 
(example @ 

125 sq m / 1346 sq ft) 
£225,000 £281,250 £337,500 £393,750 £450,000 

  

Source: DSP current assumptions range (emphasis on £ per sq m / sq ft values range rather in first box) 
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Commercial Property Market Reporting 

RICS UK Commercial Market Survey Quarter 4 2010 

High level national trends: 

 ‘Tenant demand rises modestly for retail space and stabilises for office and industrial 

property’. 

 ‘Rental pessimism least negative in 3 years and positive for offices for the first time in 

3 quarters’.  

 ‘Availability stabilising across all 3 sectors’. 

‘The results of the latest (RICS) survey suggest that lettings activity for business property 

stabilised in the final three months of the year......Surveyors continue to cite the uncertain 

near term outlook for the economy as a drag on the market with public spending cuts 

beginning to bite.....’ 

‘Lettings activity has largely stabilised across all 3 sectors (Retail, Office and 

Industrial).........Interestingly, demand for retail property actually improved over the quarter, 

as the net balance moved modestly in to positive territory for the first time since 2004.’ 

‘Available space for occupation across the whole market appears to be stabilising, as only 

4% more surveyors saw an increases than a decrease; the pace of the increase has slowed 

since Q3 when the net balance stood at +16%. Change in office space availability registered 

a zero net balance, the lowest since Q4 2007, while the rate at which available space 

increased for industrial and retail property eased from +17 to +5 and +4 respectively. ‘ 

‘Incentive packages from landlords to secure a letting increased at roughly the same pace as 

last quarter. Inducements rose at the fastest pace in the south....They rose across all sectors 

excluding London offices.’ 

‘Even with occupier demand stabilising, the outlook for rents remains slightly negative with 

worries over public spending cuts still weighing on sentiment; surveyors remain moderately 

pessimistic.....Rental expectations fell at the fastest pace in the South; they continue to 

deteriorate across regional office and retail markets. The outlook for industrial rents 

remained relatively stable and even improved in London and the South East.’ 

‘New development starts continued to decline for the third straight year, while investment 

demand for property has stabilised; retail property remains the most in demand from 

investors. Capital values fell for the third consecutive quarter, but did so at a slightly more 

modest pace than seen in Q3 ......the biggest falls were seen in the Midlands and the North.’ 

The survey contained no local market comments from surveyors in the Portsmouth area. 
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‘Invest in Portsmouth’ Commercial Property Review – March 2010 (Edition 1) 

The following is sourced from the property review: 

Enquiries (PUSH sub-region): 

 A total of 8,638 property/land searches were conducted (via this web-site) during 

July – December 2009. 

 Retail property was most commonly searched for (31% of enquiries), followed by 

factories/warehouses (27%) and offices (17%). 

 Investment enquiries were low, accounting for just 5% of total enquiries, although 

during 2009 investment activity had improved significantly (transactions totalling 

about £117m), with total transactions nearly double 2008 figures (£59m transacted). 

Office market: 

On the market: Supply of City Centre offices continued to be led by Southampton. 57,500 sq 

m available in Portsmouth.  

Office property movement (take up): Activity largely concentrated in Southampton. 6,242 sq 

m space came off the market in Portsmouth. 

Industrial market: Supply continued to be high in the 100-500 sq m band, but with relatively 

few available properties in excess of 5,000 sq m. Supply commented to be heavily 

concentrated in Eastleigh, Havant and Test Valley, with most property coming off the 

market in Eastleigh, followed by the New Forest and Southampton.  

‘Invest in Portsmouth’ Commercial Property Review – August 2010 (Edition 2) 

The following is sourced from this updated half-yearly property review: 

Enquiries (PUSH sub-region): 

 A total of 8,866 property/land searches were conducted (via this web-site) during 

January – June 2010. 

 Retail property was most commonly searched for (31%), followed by 

factories/warehouses (25%) and offices (20%). 

 Investment enquiries continued at a low level, accounting for just 4% of total 

enquiries over this period, although sources indicate that demand is relatively steady 

and is likely to pick up as supply increases.  

Office market: 

On the market: Supply of City Centre offices continued to be led by Southampton. 73,547 sq 

m available in Portsmouth (notably up on the previous report).  
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Office property movement (take up): Activity largely concentrated in Southampton, with 

Havant and Test Valley figures mentioned next in the hierarchy; but not Portsmouth 

(suggesting a low level of take up over the period.  

Industrial market: The same comments as previous were featured again, but this time 

Portsmouth had seen 16,593 sq m of space taken up.  

Investment activity in Portsmouth: Units 1 & 2 Access Point, totalling 3,722 sq m were sold 

for £3.63m reflecting an initial yield of 7.75%. This suggests a rent of around £75/sq m 

(about £7/ sq ft).  

 

An invest in Portsmouth round-up of latest property details in the Portsmouth City as at 2nd 

September 2010 region did not detail any in Portsmouth itself.  

 

‘Invest in Portsmouth’ Commercial Property Review – January 2011 (Edition 3) 

The following is sourced from the latest available half-yearly property review: 

Enquiries (PUSH sub-region): 

 A total of 7,986 property/land searches were conducted (via this web-site) during 

July – December 2010. 

 Retail property was most commonly searched for (35%), followed by 

factories/warehouses (24%) and offices (16%). 

 Retail enquires increased by 4% compared to the first half of the year. This is in line 

with strong UK retail sales growth as evidences by the CBI Distributive Trends Survey 

(November 2010). Retailers anticipate this upward trend will continue and expect to 

increase investment in 2011, suggesting that the number of retail enquiries will 

continue to rise. 

Office market: 

On the market: Supply of City Centre offices continued to be led by Southampton. 67,186 sq 

m available in Portsmouth.   

Office property movement (take up): Activity largely concentrated in Southampton, with 

Fareham, Winchester and Test Valley figures mentioned next in the hierarchy this time; but 

not Portsmouth (suggesting a low level of take up over the period, although we note the 

availability figures are down from the previously reported level).  

Industrial market: The same type comments as previous were featured again, but this time 

with the Portsmouth take-up not outlined.  
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This time no particular investment deals were noted in Portsmouth.   

 

Extracts from Estates Gazette Focus – Portsmouth (31st October 2009) 

‘Portsmouth may be home to the developer Highcross’s sparkling new 1000 Lakeside North 

harbour, but the City’s market is yet to feel any benefits from the office development.’ (Part 

new build, part refurbishment of the former IBM headquarters site adjacent to M27 

junction 12).  

‘So far, 71,000 sq ft (equivalent to about 1 floor, or one quarter of the total space) has been 

let to 40 companies in the year since its completion. While this propelled out-of town take up 

at the end of the third quarter to 86,000 sq ft, more than doubling 2008’s total of 38,500 sq 

ft, it would still take three years to fill up at current take-up levels, even if every single 

requirement in the City headed to Lakeside.  

By way of an update, early in 2011 we note that the current 1000 Lakeside marketing 

information is promoting opportunities to occupy individual office suites from circa 3,000 sq 

ft (279 sq m) to a whole floor (72,000 sq ft or approx. 6,689 sq m) to the whole building 

(285,846 sq ft or 26,556 sq m). Managed office solutions (from 1 work station upwards) are 

also on offer. 

‘As Ross Moyler, partner at Vail Williams, says “Portsmouth is not a recognised office 

market”. Others go further. Tim Clark, surveyor at local agent Garner Wood, says that it is 

notoriously difficult to attract occupiers to the City.....’ 

‘Local agents have always been sceptical about the size of 1000 Lakeside.....Nonetheless, 

lettings are taking place. Most recently, Molex Premise Networks paid the scheme’s quoting 

rent of 17 per sq ft (approx. £183/sq m) for 2,000 sq ft. It is believed the deal came through 

with strong incentives, although the package remains confidential......But one agent says 

that potential occupiers have also been offered space at the building for as little as £8 per sq 

ft in order to get the building let. Nick Turner, director at Highcross, says: “I think it’s a 

reasonable deal on a 15-year lease to offer a rent at £7 or £8 per sq ft for two years.”’ 

‘The City Centre (Office) market also looks bleak, At the end of Q3, availability stood at 

101,000 sq ft, and take up reached 30,500 sq ft, which is down on last year's total of 54,000 

sq ft. With little demand and headline rents of £12.50 per sq ft – which, according to some 

agents, are closer to 8 per sq ft once incentives have been factored in – there is no appetite 

to refurbish the city centre’s offices. For example, financial services group Zurich moved from 

its city centre headquarters to Solent Business Park (outside the City boundaries) three years 

ago.  
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The brief ‘Industrial’ section of this focus article did not provide any pointers on rents or 

values.  

Source: Estates Gazette Focus Portsmouth 31.10.09 – quoted in italics, with DSP notes in plain text. 

 

South Coast Metropole (2010 Report) – King Sturge 

Extracts, as follows: 

Industrial: 

‘SEGRO’s 2 speculative developments ‘Explorer’ and ‘Discovery’, first phase of 12.9 Ha 

‘Voyager Park’, Portfield Road’, as referred to elsewhere in our research recording: 

‘.....completed lettings on 316 sq m units....The estate is now 60% occupied....They have also 

sold 0.81 Hectares of land to Wernick Events for £1.46 million per hectare.’ (A good level of 

consistency with other industrial land value indications we have seen.) 

‘North of the A27 on the popular Railway Triangle Estate SEGRO also completed a 10 year 

lease to the Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust of 2,273 sq m at a rent of £59.42. Also in 

Farlington the former sparform premises owned by Hawtin and totals 7,890 sq m is under 

offer on a freehold basis’ (a rent of £64.58/sq m is mentioned later in the report in relation 

to this property). 

Offices: 

This report also refers to 1000 Lakeside where ‘Hippowaste have signed a six year lease with 

a three year break at £129.17/sq m with a twelve month rent free period.’  

And ‘FCC Paragon have signed up for 2,423 sq m on Units 4,5 & 6 Quay Point (formerly 

known as the Bilton Centre, built in 1986, nearby Lakeside 1000). They ‘have taken a ten 

year lease on the premises without a break at a rent of £94.14/sq m and achieved a rent free 

period of 16 months.’ 

 

An EGi Town Report (prepared 15th October 2010, sourced from Portsmouth City Council) 

indicated the following: 

Retail:  

Interesting to note no (zero) requirements reported for Supermarkets and Department 

Stores. 
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Prime retail rents noted to have fallen from £180-£190 per sq ft 2007-08 to about £160 per 

sq ft 2010 (similar to their level over the period 1999 to 2003/04. 

Some examples of zone A rents but overall very limited information on wider retail rents 

under the ‘deals’ section – no details from this report have been added to the ‘Further 

Indications’ table below (insufficient information to confirm). 

Offices: 

Office availability: No further rents / guides quoted 

Offices deals listing: No yields information / guides listed, but a range of rents quoted 

(mainly for older space) in the range approx. £54/sq m to £161/sq m. Referring to the table 

below (‘Further Commercial Rents and Yields Indications’) notes have been added there 

relating to any deals information picked out from the EGi report (not all have been picked 

out as many reflect older / lower quality space at lower rents not thought to be reflective of 

likely new build scenarios if those come forward.  

Industrial: 

The industrial ‘availability’ section of the report provided little information on rental 

indications – a small number of properties listed were accompanied with asking rents; of £7 

to £9/sq ft.  The ‘deals’ section  listed a number of lettings in the £46 to £73/sq m range, 

perhaps most typically around £60/sq m, with 2 higher priced deals listed at £108/sq m (Site 

4 Rodney Road to Waterfront Cars Ltd) and at £113/sq m at Trafalgar Wharf, Hamilton 

Road.  

 

The National Office Report 2010 by Lambert Smith Hampton is also an interesting general 

source on the fortunes of the office market. It discusses office market trends and provides 

some statistical information for a number of office centres around the England, Wales and 

Scotland – including Fareham and Southampton, but not Portsmouth. Amongst its headlines 

it referred to increased take-up nationally in 2010, central London set to lead the UK out of 

the downturn and rental growth to return to 2006/07 height by 2014.  

 

There are a number of other property market reports prepared by large property 

consultancies, lenders, institutions and others, too numerous and varied to consider here. 
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Land / Property with development potential for sale; and Land Values 

From web-based research and agents contact we found very few examples of land currently 

for sale in Portsmouth, and were provided with no recent land sale or purchase examples. 

We believe this to be a symptom of the recent and ongoing economic and property market 

uncertainties. 

Type/Use/Details Planning Price (£ - marketing, 
unless stated 
otherwise) 

Source /  
Any comments 

Details unconfirmed. 09/00643/OUT 
Outline Planning Approval 
for construction of a 3-4 
storey building to form 
halls of residence with 36 
study/bedrooms and 
communal facilities 

650,000 building.plot.org.uk 
Suggests circa £18k per 
study bedroom plot. 

Residential. Land in 
Cosham for apartments 
(details unconfirmed) 

 

 850,000 building.plot.org.uk 
(agent – Jeffries) 

Residential. Land in 
Portsmouth for 10 
apartments  

 450,000 building.plot.org.uk 
(agent – Jeffries) 
Suggests £45k/plot. 

Residential. Land with 
planning for 2 bungalows 

 Guide 100,000 building.plot.org.uk 
 

Site at South Parade, 
Southsea,  

Consented mixed use 
scheme – apartments (92 
no.) and lower floor 
commercial  

Offers in region of 
4,000,000 

Rightmove – land & 
Bernards, Southsea. 
Suggests in region of 
£40k/plot; but 
unconfirmed. 

Site at Portsdown Hill 
Road, PO6 

Planning for 6 apts with 
estimated GDV £2.5m. 
“Panoramic views” 

Guide 1,000,000 Suggests selling at £415k 
each ave, land at circa 
£165k/plot ; but 
unconfirmed. 

Site at High Street, 
Cosham 

Planning for 9 no. 2 bed 
apts and 1 no. office 

235,000 Approx. £26k per plot 
assuming nominal value 
only re office; but 
unconfirmed. 

Public House – Twyford 
Ave, Portsmouth 

Understood to have no 
alternative planning 

Guide 425,000 Savills. Listed building.   

Public House – Copnor 
Road, Portsmouth on 
0.084 Ha / 0.21 acre site. 

Understood to have no 
alternative planning 

Guide 395,000 Savills 

Commercial development 
site – Partnership Park, 
Fratton Way, 3rd phase.  

3035 sq m Development 
opportunity suitable for 
light, general or 
warehouse uses or, 
subject to planning, could 
be developed for retail, 
showroom, trade, leisure, 
A3 uses. 

Guide 600,000 invest-In-
portsmouth.co.uk / 
Lambert Smith Hampton. 
Indicates close to 
£2m/Ha asking. 

Commercial development Phase 3C 0.77 acres; Asking circa invest-In-
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land – Voyager Park 
North, Portfield Road, 
PO3 5FL 

phase 3D 0.82 acres (or 
together - so for range 
10,000 to 25,000 sq ft 
new production / 
warehouse accomm.) 

650,000/acre  portsmouth.co.uk / 
Lambert  Smith Hampton. 
Equates to approx 
£1.6m/Ha asking. 

Commercial development 
land – Voyager South, 
Voyager Park 

To provide bespoke 
buildings from c. 50,000 
sq ft (4,645 sq m) up to c. 
250,000 sq ft (23,225 sq 
m) on a site measuring 
12.09 acres (4.9Ha). 

Asking circa 
650,000/acre 

Lambert  Smith Hampton. 
Also understood to be 
asking circa 
£650,000/acre / 
£1.6m/Ha. 

Commercial development 
land - Voyager North  
 
 

To provide bespoke 
buildings ranging from c. 
20,000 sq ft (1,858 sq m) 
up to c. 100,000 sq ft 
(9,290 sq m) on a 5.79 
acre site (2.34 hectares). 

Asking circa 
650,000/acre 

Lambert  Smith Hampton. 
Also understood to be 
asking circa 
£650,000/acre / 
£1.6m/Ha. 

Commercial development 
land – Merlin Park, PO3 
5SP – design and build 
scope for new production 
units with variable office 
context, for leasing only. 

Readily developable site 
comprising an area of 
approx. 6.7 acres. For 
new production units 
from 25000 to 135000 sq 
ft. Suitable for B1c, B2 
and B8 industrial and 
warehouse/distribution 
use 

No information invest-In-
portsmouth.co.uk / 
Lambert  Smith Hampton 
/ Vail Williams / 
merlinparkm27.co.uk 

 

In terms of web-based research, we scanned at a range of other resources, which generally 

contained no or very few entries for Portsmouth, including: 

uklanddirectory.org.uk – no Portsmouth entries 

plotsetc.co.uk/Hampshire – no Portsmouth entries 

vantageland.co.uk – “not currently offering any land for sale in Portsmouth”  

selfbuildabc.co.uk – no Portsmouth entries 

primelocation.com – a reasonably wide range of sites and opportunities in wider Hampshire 

and nearby West Sussex, but none listed for Portsmouth 

findaproperty.com - no Portsmouth entries 

Savills.co.uk – no entries under ‘land’, ‘residential’, ‘hotel’, ‘offices’, ‘institutional’, 

‘development’, ‘investment’, ‘motor trade’ or ‘industrial/warehousing’ for Portsmouth. 

Savills ‘Leisure’ property search revealed public houses for sale – as included above re 

examples of type of small sites which in some cases move over to residential use. 
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Invest in Portsmouth’s January 2011 Commercial Property Review listed only 2 recent 
“land deals” in outline:  
 

o ‘Voyager Park North – 10,100 sq m (2.5 acres) was purchased by 
Wenick Group for use as a regional depot for storage and distribution of 
portable and modular accommodation. A new access road and drainage 
and services were included’ (no further details) 

o ‘Voyager Park North – 4,000 sq m (1 acre) was purchased by Landscaping Supplies’ 
(again, no further details). 

 

That review is published twice a year, covering the Partnership for Urban South Hampshire 

(‘PUSH’) sub-regional area. It outlines information on current market conditions and the 

latest developments in the South Hampshire region, ‘sourced from the joint Commercial 

Property Register, local authorities and leading industry figures.’ 

 

‘theM27.biz’ (SEGR0) web-site linked from Vail Williams (vailwilliams.com) also featured 

Voyager Park, Merlin Park and a new 10,461 sq ft production / warehouse unit at D1 

Railway Triangle (Lambert Smith Hampton also marketing) – to let, with no rental details. 

 

Land value indications 

We refer to information provided by the Valuation Office Agency (VOA), since there are very 

few guidelines available from other sources such as investigated above. The wider 

information points to a very low level of recent and current land transactions. In addition, 

where there have been transactions, information is often sensitive or even confidential and 

so not often available on a basis that can be readily analysed. These comments are not 

specific to Portsmouth; they also reflect what we tend to find in carrying out a range of 

study work like this, given the relatively weak and uncertain market conditions we see 

continuing.  

 

Commercial development land 

We understand the ‘Voyager Park’ land asking price to be circa £650,000/acre (about 

£1.6m/Ha) via information from Vail Williams.  Completed deals could of course take place 

at varying levels, including beneath this. 

We found an indication (land marketing price – via Lambert Smith Hampton) of 

£450,000/acre (approx. £1.1m/ha) relating to a commercial development site at plot 2a 
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Lederie Lane Gosport. This appeared consistent with the tone of the limited information 

available.  

Other indications are also provided by the commercial property market reporting 

information we reviewed – example extracts are provided below. 

To consider this further, the VOA July 2009 Property Market Report indicated a range of 

industrial land values for Portsmouth of £850,000 to £1,400,000/Ha, with a typical value of 

£1,100,000/Ha. Land for Use Class B1 (‘offices etc’) across the South East was indicated to 

have a value between £250,000 and £2,500,000/ha, with a typical value again at a very 

similar level of £1,399,000/Ha.  

The VOA’s latest report available at the time of research (January 2010) contained much 

reduced information, with none specific to Portsmouth, but did comment that the 

commercial market had changed little between those 2 reporting dates.  

 

Residential development land 

The VOA Property Market Reporting also indicates residential land values of £1,400,000 to 

£1,700,000/Ha for the area – very similar to our understanding of the Voyager Park 

expectations and at the upper end of that range also equivalent to around a 20% uplift to 

the VOA’s upper level £1.4m/Ha industrial land value indication.  

Again, we carried out web-based research and sought local soundings to see whether there 

was any readily available information – including from the City Council’s Property Section 

and a number of local agents.  

Given recent market activity levels, this suggested no particular pattern or sufficient level of 

information to reliably further inform this and therefore enable us to add to or vary the VOA 

indications. The decision was therefore taken to base our range of land value comparisons 

around variations to these benchmarks, representing higher or lower land values (by 

scheme/location and/or through market variations); and potential incentive (uplift) 

elements.  

There are also instances where small sites (such as occupied by pubs, garages, former 

churches, storage yards, etc) move over to residential use. As with others, these types of 

scenarios are highly variable and site specific, but we found a number of indications to 

suggest that small sites in / formerly in uses such as these might be purchased for say 

£200,000 - £500,000. The table above contains some examples of smaller sites and pubs 

being marketed.  

The VOA’s brief report ‘The Residential Building Land Market’ (which covered the year to 

January 2010) stated ‘the opinions of value gathered from valuers for residential building 
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land have shown little change in the year to January 2010 with values staying well below the 

figures reached in 2007.’ As above, there were no figures provided for Portsmouth, the 

nearest figure of potential interest being in respect of Southampton; an indicated 

£1.7m/Ha. The index (based on an index point of 100 in January 2009) stood at just below 

100, in contrast to a figure which peaked at about 150 in 2007/early 2008 and comparable 

to levels seen around 2004-2005 according to this data. 

 

Further Commercial Rents and Yields Indications 

Portsmouth Prime Property - Rental indications  

Industrial: £7.75/sq ft (£83.42/sq m) 

Office: £19.00/sq ft (£204.52/sq m) 

Retail (City centre best pitches): £185/sq ft (£1991.34/sq m) 

Source: ‘Invest in Portsmouth’ based on King Sturge 2008 reporting – see wider information here for other 

views / later indications 

 

The following are examples from a range of sources (representing available space and 

“deals” i.e. let space). Here we have sought to include new premises where those are 

available, but also modern / purpose built or refurbished space given that there are few new 

build examples (particularly once we look beyond industrial / warehousing property). 

Type / Details Size Rental 
indication  

Yield 
indication 
(where 
known) 

Source / Other / comments 

     

INDUSTRIAL - 
examples 

   (‘Ditto’ = all sourced from 
Invest In Portsmouth, apart 
from where noted). 

Unit 6 
Partnership 
Business Park, 
Fratton 

266 sq m £19,750 p.a. 
= £74/sq m. 

 Invest in Portsmouth New 
industrial/warehouse unit. 
Also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link – at £5.89/sq ft. 

Units 14 & 15 
Partnership 
Business Park 

278 sq m. Rent £20,000 
p.a. or 
freehold 
£315,000 
each. 

Suggests a 
yield of 
about 6.3%, 
but details 
unconfirme

Ditto.  
New units. 
Unit 15 also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link – at £6.70/sq ft. 
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Indicates 
£72/sq m 
rent; 
£113/sq m 
freehold.  

d 

Unit 16 
Partnership 
Park 

500 sq m  £34,500 p.a. 
rental or 
freehold 
£543,000. 
Indicates 
£69/sq m 
rent; 
£1086/sq m 
freehold.  

Suggests a 
yield of 
about 6.3%, 
but again 
unconfirme
d 

Ditto.  
New unit. 

Units 1-3 
Partnership 
Park 

797 sq m in 
total 

£875,000 
freehold.  

Passing rent 
suggested 
to provide 
about 8.1% 
based on 
asking price.  

Ditto. 
Investment – let to Howdens 
Joinery at £71,440 p.a. 

Phase 2 
Partnership 
Park 

193 sq m   King Sturge South Coast 
Metropole Report noted a 
letting at £77.72/sq m) 

Kingston 
House, 
Kingston 
Crescent, P02 

183 sq m  £15,500 p.a. 
suggests 
circa £85/sq 
m.  

 Ditto.  
1960s style offices north of 
the City Centre. 

Unit 1 Victory 
Trading 
Estate, PO3 
5LP 

758 sq m £45,000 p.a. 
suggests 
£59/sq m. 

 Ditto. 
1970s unit – appears 
refurbished. 

Unit 3 Victory 
Trading Estate 

565 sq m £35,000 p.a. 
suggests 
£62/sq m. 

 Ditto. 
Also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £5.51/sq ft. 

Unit 5 Victory 
Trading Estate 

428 sq m £27,000 p.a. 
suggests 
£63/sq m.  

 Ditto. 

1200 
Blueprint, 
Dundas Spur, 
PO3 5RW 

255 sq m £17,200 p.a. 
suggests 
£67.50/sq m. 

 Ditto. 
New Units. 

1500 
Blueprint 

782 sq m  £38,000 p.a. 
suggests 
£49/sq m. 

 Ditto. 
New units 

Unit D15 240 sq m Marketing Marketing Ditto.  
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Voyager Park, 
Portfield 
Road, PO3 
5FL. 

rent £21,880 
p.a. or 
£257,800 
freehold. 

rent and 
price 
suggests 
about 8.4% 
but 
unconfirme
d 

New units 

Unit D17 
Voyager Park 

2594 sq ft Marketing 
£8.67/sq ft. 

 Listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link. 
Units D13 & D16 (2,578 sq ft 
each) listed there at £8.73/sq 
ft marketing rent. 

Unit E9 
Voyager Park 

349 sq m Rent £31,000 
p.a. suggests 
£88/sq m. 

 Ditto.  
New units  
Also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £8.26/sq ft. 

Unit E5 
Voyager park 

607 sq m Rent £49,000 
p.a. suggests 
£81/sq m. 

 Ditto.  
New units. 
Also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £7.50/sq ft. 

Unit E6 
Voyager Park 

612 sq m  Rent £49,500 
p.a. suggests 
£81/sq m. 

 Ditto.  
New units 
(and as E5. E4 also listed at EG 
site, same rental level) 

Unit E3 
Voyager Park 

779 sq m  Rent £63,000 
p.a. suggests 
£81/sq m. 

 Ditto.  
New units 

Unit E2 
Voyager Park 

1139 sq m Rent £92,000 
p.a. suggests 
£81/sq m. 

 Ditto.  
New units. 
Also listed 
atestatesgazette.com/propert
y link at £7.50/sq ft. 

Unit 9, The 
Nelson 
Centre, PO3 
5SF. 

457 sq m  Rent £31,400 
p.a. suggests 
circa £69/sq 
m. 

 Ditto. 
Described as 7 yrs old, high 
spec. 

Unit 10, The 
Nelson Centre 

617 sq m Rent £41,532 
p.a. suggests 
circa £67/sq 
m. 

 Ditto. 
Described as 7 yrs old, high 
spec. 

Trade Park 
Unit, The 
Pompey 

279 – 325 
sq m 

No details 
available. 

 Ditto. 
Recent development. 
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Centre, 
Fratton, PO4 
8ER 

Trade Counter 
Unit TP3, The 
Pompey 
Centre, 
Fratton 

325 sq m No details 
available. 

 Ditto. 
Recent development. 

Units at 
Highgrove 
Industrial 
Estate, PO3 
5QT 

Various 
small units 
from about 
77 to 176 
sq m. 

Asking rents 
indicate 
£100 - 
£125/sq m, 
but 
unconfirmed
. 

 Ditto. 
Modern units. 

Fairway 
Business 
Centre, 
Airport 
Service Road 

Various 
small units 
of about 
120 to 170 
sq m.  

Asking rents 
indicate 
range £75 to 
£105/sq m, 
but 
unconfirmed
. 

 Ditto. 
Modern units. 

Admiral Park, 
Airport 
Industrial 
Estate, PO3 
5RQ 

Various 
small units 
of about 
126 to 334 
sq m. 

Asking rents 
indicate 
about £90 -
£100/sq m, 
but 
unconfirmed
. 

 Ditto. 
Modern units. 
Units here also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £8.50 - £9.10/sq ft 
asking rents. 

Units 5 & 9, 
Mitchell Way, 
PO3 5PR 

477 & 486 
sq m. 

Asking rents 
£75 – 78/sq 
m. 

 Ditto. 
Warehouse with offices.  
Also listed by 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £7.50/sq ft asking rent. 

Limberline 
Spur 

91 – 111 sq 
m as 
examples 
(some 
larger units 
available 
too. 

Asking rents 
£75/sq m.  

 Ditto.  
City Council owned units, 
1980s built. 

Units C2 –C5, 
Portfield 
Industrial 
Estate 

Modern 
Refurbishe
d trade 
counter 
units 

Marketing at 
£8.25/sq ft 
(£88.80/sq 
m). 

 Ditto.  
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Unit A13 
Railway 
Triangle, 
Walton Road, 
PO6 1TN 

520 sq m  Marketing at 
£75/sq m. 

 Ditto. 
Modern warehouse unit. 
Listed, along with Unit A5, at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link – at £7/sq ft. 

Unit 3 
Harbourgate  

3084 sq m. Marketing at 
£80.50/sq m 
(approx 
£7.47/sq ft). 

 Ditto. 

Uses falling within Classes B1c, 
B2 and B8 of the Use Classes 
Order 1987 (as amended). 
Also builder’s merchants 
related consent. 

 

Units 6 & 7 
Mountbatten 
Business Park, 
Jackson Close,  
PO6 1US 

Approx. 
290 sq m 
each. 

Marketing at 
£9.25/sq ft 
(approx 
£100/sq m).  

 Ditto. 
Trade counter / warehouse 
units. 30% office content. 

Unit 2 Eastern 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Jackson Close,  

381 sq m. Marketing at 
£20,000 p.a. 
= £52.50/ sq 
m (£4.88/sq 
ft).  

 Ditto.  

OYO, Fishers 
Grove, 
Fitzherbert 
Road, PO6 
1RU 

333 sq m 
(other units 
also 
available). 

Rent £30,130 
p.a. 
(£90.48/sq 
m) or 
£399,000 
freehold 
(£1198/sq 
m). Some 
with 
discounted 
rents in early 
years/ lower 
rent, rising 
to £75/sq m 
/ above 
level. 

Indicates a 
7.5% yield 
based on 
these 
figures) 

Ditto. 
New / very recent build. 

Unit N, Fishers 
Grove 

198 sq m. Year 1 rent 
approx. 
£50/sq m; 
rising to 
approx 
£71/sq m in 
year 3. 

 Ditto. 
Modern unit. 
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Units 2, 3 & 4 
Anchorage 
Park, PO3 5TD 

2,600 – 
4,529 sq m.  

Marketed at 
£10/sq ft.  

 Ditto. 
General industrial, office. 1992 
build. 
Also listed by 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link. 

Brockhampto
n Lane 

247 sq m.  £44.53 rising 
to £52.63/sq 
m over the 
lease. 

 King Sturge South Coast 
Metropole Report 2010. 

Deltex House, 
Flatgate Road 

579 sq m. £37.48/sq m.  King Sturge Report. 

10 Warrior 
Business 
centre, 
Fitzherbert 
Road 

318 sq m £31.89/sq m.  King Sturge – 6 year letting 
with rent review after 3. 

Unit 7 
Claybank 
Road 

2443 sq ft.  Marketing at 
£6.75/sq ft  

 Listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link. 

Highgrove 
Industrial 
Estate 

 £7.80/sq ft.  Listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link. 

Building 0285, 
Mitchell Way, 
Portsmouth 

10,701 sq ft £5.77 sq ft 
marketing. 

 Listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link. 

Oak Park 
Industrial 
Estate 

4,425 sq ft £5.65/sq ft 
marketing.  

 Listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link. 

     

RETAIL – new, 
small 
e.g. 
convenience 
store 

    

Copnor Road, 
PO3 5EE.  

185 sq m Zone A 
Valued at 
£180/sq m; 
overall at 
£96/sq m. 

 VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

London Road, 
PO2 9HF 

 Zone A 
valued at 
£150/sq m. 

 VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

London Road 337 sq m 
(retail of 
265 sq m) 

265 sq m 
values at 
£105/sq m; 

 VOA Rating list 01/04/10 
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ancillary 
space less. 

Tesco Express, 
The 
Roundhouse, 
Gunwharf 
Quays, PO1 
3SE 

427 sq m Valued at 
£175/sq m. 

 VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Tesco Express, 
Goldsmith 
Avenue, 
Fratton 
PO4 8QZ 

188 sq m 
retail plus 
ancillary 
space totals 
239 sq m. 

Retail space 
valued at 
£180/sq m; 
overall at 
£163/sq m. 

 VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

     

 
OFFICES - 
examples 

    

227/229 
Kingston 
Road. 
Modern 
building 

1280 sq m 
total 
approx 

Rateable 
value 
£137,000 
indicates 
circa 
£107/sq m 
(£9.95/ sq 
ft). 

 Invest in Portsmouth -office 
availability (includes property 
which a large range of agents 
are handling). 

Enterprise 
House, City 
Centre 

272 – 425 
sq m 

Quoting 
£12/sq ft 
(£129/sq m) 

 Ditto. 
First floor annexe of 2,929 sq 
ft also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £11.13/sq ft. 

Hippodrome 
House, 
Guildhall 
Walk, City 
Centre  

567 - 1146 
sq m 

Rateable 
value 
£148,500 
indicates 
circa 
£129/sq m 
(£12/sq ft). 

 Ditto. 
2nd & 3rd floors available. 
(EGi noted a 567 sq m letting 
in this building at £144.87/sq 
m in September 2008). 
 

Arundel 
House, City 
Centre.  

219 sq m £10/sq ft 
(£108/sq ft). 

 Ditto. 
2nd floor refurbished offices. 
(EGi noted a Sept 2009 letting 
in this building at £61.68/sq m 
and a January 2010 letting at 
£86.11/sq m) 

Colman 
House, 
Landport 

183 sq m. £23,000 p.a. 
= £126/sq m 
approx. 

 Ditto.  
3rd floor offices opposite main 
university campus. 
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Terrace, City 
Centre / 
Southsea 
borders 

The Old 
Treasury, 7 
Kings Road, 
Southsea 

261 sq m £32,380 p.a. 
= £124/sq m 
approx. 

 Ditto. 
Modern building. 

Sovereign 
Gate, 
Commercial 
Road, City 
Centre 

109 sq m £11,700 p.a. 
= £107/sq m 
approx. 

 Ditto. 
Modern building. 
(EGi noted an August 2009 
letting in this building at 
£92.03/sq m for 135 sq m). 

Wingfield 
House, City 
centre 

907 sq m  £116,000 
p.a.= 
£128/sq m 
approx.  

 Ditto. 
1960s building, 3rd floor. 
Also listed at 
estatesgazette.com/property 
link at £11.88/sq ft. 

Unit 2 
Cumberland 
Gate 

111 sq m £143,500 
freehold or 
£11,920 p.a. 
Indicates 
£107/sq m 
rental or 
£1293/sq m 
freehold. 

Suggests a 
yield of 
about 8.3%, 
but details 
not 
confirmed 

Ditto. 
Recent ground floor office 
suite. There are a number of 
other office units to let here. 
(EGi noted a freehold sale of 
130 sq m at £190,000 in 
November 2008; indicates 
1461/sq m) 

Unit F3, 
Cumberland 
Business 
Centre 

68 sq m Marketing at 
£7,000 p.a. = 
£103/sq m 
(but see 
comments. 

 Ditto. 
King Sturge 2010 South Coast 
Metropole Report notes a 1 
year letting of this unit at a 
significantly lower rent of 
£53.53/sq m). 

The Pompey 
Centre, 
Fratton 

167 sq m  No details 
available. 

 Ditto. 

Lakeside 
Business Park, 
Northarbour 

Up to 
26,566 sq 
m. 

Quoting rent 
£182.99/sq 
m but  

 Ditto. Attractive setting. 
Also noted in King Sturge’s 
2010 South Coast Metropole 
Report – noted to have been 
offered at as low as £12/sq ft.  

The Quarter 
Deck, Port 
Solent 

Small office 
suite of 40 
sq m. 

Marketing at 
£6,500 p.a. 
(£162.50/sq 
m) 

 Ditto. 
Upper level of attractive 
Marina development. 

The slipway, 
Port Solent 

Small office 
suite of 66 

Marketing at 
£10,000 p.a. 

 Ditto. 
Lower floor – adajacent to 
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sq m. (£151/sq m). moorings etc (marine related 
use) 

Acorn 
Business 
Centre, PO6 
3TH 

Variety of 
office units. 

Marketing at 
around 
£12/sq ft 
(£130/ sq m)  

  

9 Acorn 
Business 
Centre 

Office 
building of 
313 sq m. 

Available 
freehold at 
£495,000 
(approx. 
£1581/sq m). 

 Ditto.  
Detached building. 

First floor 
Quay Point, 
Northarbour 
Road, PO6 
3TD 

407 – 815 
sq m  

Marketing at 
£12.75/sq ft 
(£137/sq m). 

 Ditto. 

Unit 2 
Harbourgate, 
Southampton 
Road, PO6 
4SA. 

272 sq m 
available. 

Rents on 
application. 

 Ditto. 
New high spec development. 

103 Elm Grove 48 sq m  EGi noted a 
Sept 2009 
letting at 
£125.89/sq 
m. 

  

St Georges 
Business 
Centre, St 
Georges 
Square PO1 
3EZ. 

65 EGi noted an 
April 2009 
letting at 
£123.02/sq 
m. 

  

Europa House, 
Havant Street.  

5,614 sq m Rent quoted 
at 
£107.64/sq 
m. 

 South Coast Metropole Report 
(King Sturge 2010) 

Anchorage 
Park, 
Robinson Way 

11,076 sq 
m 

Rent quoted 
at 
£104.76/sq 
m.  

 King Sturge again. 
Described as predominantly 
warehouse buildings 
reconfigured for office use. 
 

Middle Street, 
Southsea 

104 sq m Achieved 
£105.77/sq 
m. 
 

 King Sturge Report. 
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OUT OF 
TOWN / 
LARGE RETAIL 
- examples 

    

Adjacent to 
Ocean Retail 
Park, 
Burrfields 
Road, PO3 
5DP 

725 sq m Marketed at 
£20/sq ft 
(£215/sq m) 

 Ditto. 

Unit 5, Victory 
Retail Park, 
PO1 4QP 

703 sq m Marketed at 
£97,500 p.a. 
(£139/sq m 
or £12.91/sq 
ft). 

 Ditto. 
Single floor only – open A1 
non-food planning consent. 
Note: VOA Rating list 01/04/10 
shows Unit 1 with a rateable 
value assessed on the basis of 
£100/sq m (same applies to 
unit 2 of 931 sq m; and unit 3 
of 700 sq m). 

Unit AE 1, 
Airport 
Service Road, 
PO3 5RR 

 2,478 sq m Valued at 
£100/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

1 Burrfields 
Retail Park, 
PO1 5EZ 

 1,405 sq m Valued at 
£200/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

2 Burrfields  931 sq m Valued at 
£200/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Homebase, 
Fitzherbert 
Road, PO6 
1RR 

 3,994 sq m RV as an 
indication of 
rental value 
overall of 
£121/sq m. 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 – 
current rateable value (RV) 
£482,500 

Northern 
Road, PO6 
3ER 

 382 sq m RV as an 
indication of 
rental value 
overall of 
£118/sq m. 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 – 
current rateable value (RV) 
£45,000 

Unit 1 Ocean 
Park, 
Burrfields 
Road, PO3 
5NP 

 3,744 sq m 
principal 
space 

Valued at 
£175/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10. 
(Unit 3 valued at same rate.) 

Unit 2 Ocean 
Park 

 920 sq m  Valued at 
£225/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10. 
(Unit 2A at 884 sq m valued at 
same rate; and 2C at 634 sq m; 
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and unit 4 at 991 sq m). 

Units 5-6   4,180 sq m Valued at 
£166.25/sq 
m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10. 
(Unit 3 valued at same rate.) 

Matalan, 
Station Street, 
Portsmouth 

 2,991 sq m Valued at 
£130/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Unit 2 
Pompey 
Centre, PO4 
8SL 

 375 sq m Valued at 
£175/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Unit 4 
Pompey 
Centre 

 15,793 sq m Principal 
space 
valued at 
£140/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Unit 8D 
Pompey 
Centre 

 523 sq m Principal 
space 
valued at 
£110/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Morrisons 
supermarket, 
Anchorage 
Road, 
Portsmouth, 
PO3 5UH 

3,361 sq m.    

Tesco, 
Clement 
Attlee Way, 
PO6 4SR 

9,608 sq m  RV as an 
indication of 
rental value 
overall of 
£272/sq m. 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 – 
current rateable value (RV) 
£2,614,175 (excl ancillary 
uses). 

J Sainsbury, 
Commercial 
Road, PO1 
4BS 

5,102 sq m  RV as an 
indication of 
rental value 
overall of 
£179/sq m. 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 – 
current rateable value (RV) 
£915,000 (excl ancillary uses). 

J Sainsbury, 
Fitzherbert 
Road, PO6 
1RR 

7,823 sq m  Valued at 
£277.50/sq 
m  

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

16 High Street 
Cosham, PO6 
3BZ 

3051 sq m  Valued at 
£90/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

Waitrose, 
Marmion 
Road, 
Southsea, PO5 

3083 sq m  Valued at 
£115/sq m 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 
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2EJ. 

Asda, The 
Bridge, 
Somers road 
North, PO1 
1SL. 

8191 sq m   Principal 
space 
valued at 
£250/sq m. 

VOA Rating list 01/04/10 

     

HOTELS 
 

    

Searched VOA Rating List web-site e.g. for Marriott Hotel, Southampton Road; Travelodge, 
Kingston Crescent; Tulip Inn, Binnacle Way, Etap Hotel, Fratton Way, Holiday Inn Gunwharf 
Plaza but summary valuations not available – limited information to apply. Wider web 
research showed values to be highly variable dependent on type, location and likely letting 
income. Much will depend on specifics. 

     

CARE HOMES     

From our research, so far as we could see there is no well established care homes market in 
Portsmouth. No local information to inform value assumptions, which were considered 
following wider research and looking further afield. Searched VOA Rating List web-site but 
none found. Limited information to apply. Wider web research showed values to be highly 
variable dependent on type, location and other factors. Again, much will depend on 
specifics. 

 

The Agents and others advertising Portsmouth property through to the ‘Invest in 

Portsmouth’ web-site and related material when we reviewed it included: Hughes Ellard, 

Vail Williams, Lambert Smith Hampton, BNP Paribas, Colliers, Holloway Iliffe & Mitchell, 

Garner Wood, Portsmouth City Council Asset Management, Hellier Langston, King Sturge, 

Stephen Smart & Company, Portsmouth City Council Enterprise Centres, Goadsby, The 

Pompey Centre, Hellier Langston, Fasset Ltd, Cowling and West, Dimon Estate Agent, DTZ, 

Croftdeal Ltd, Big Yellow, The Capital Group, Cyan Power, Savills, London Clancy and 

Cluttons.  

 

The City Council Asset Management team (Property Services) also shared with us its “Yield 

Beacons” relating to the City Council’s management of its very diverse property portfolio 

(covering 39 categories of asset / use). 

The Yield indications were very wide ranging (both within use types and across the board) 

and in most cases related to older properties and different uses, but a feel for the ranges in 

the most relevant use types in relation to this study was as follows (latest rather than last 

year’s indications): 

Retail: Range 6.34% to 16% 
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Office: Range 1% to 20% 

Industrial / warehouse: range 6% to 20% 

Hotel/Restaurant/Public House: range 6.5% to 15% 

 

In addition we spoke with the City Council’s Economic Development representative who 

helped us with various contact details in terms of seeking further information.  
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Notes to Appendix III 

 This is not intended to be and must not be interpreted as definitive or formal valuation 

exercise.  

 

 The research carried out has not been exhaustive. It has focused on information readily 

available from the City Council and a range of other sources as noted in this Appendix, as is 

appropriate to informing a range of assumptions and judgments in keeping with the high 

level nature of this viability overview.  

 

 In practice, assumptions and appraisal inputs, as well as outcomes, will vary beyond the 

ranges explored here. In our opinion the most relevant range of guides and assumptions, 

bearing in mind the study purpose, have been used. These have enabled us to consider the 

points at which likely scheme viability would support CIL contributions of certain levels – to 

consider the potential “switch points” and assumptions combinations that could mean 

schemes moving in to viable or non-viable territory. 

 

 As it does with other areas of policy and delivery, the Council will be able to keep an eye on 

market trends and consider keeping under review the type of information contained within 

this study Appendix – to help inform its ongoing monitoring and any potential future review 

in light of market and cost movements, any changes in infrastructure requirements and 

regulations; and local delivery experiences. 

 

 per sq m (/sq m) = per square metre (may also be seen as m²).  

 

 per sq ft (/sq ft) = per square foot (may also be seen as ft²). 

 

 1 sq m = 10.764 sq ft 

1 Hectare (Ha/ha) = 2.47 acres 

 

 In this Appendix the sections in italics are quoted from the sources listed; non-italic 

sections with those are comments or clarifications added by DSP. 

 

 

Appendix III ends 

 


